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Morphology of intramural lymph vessels of the human heart

Introduction

Lymphangion is a structural-functional unit of a lymphatic 
vessel, which is a section of a lymphatic vessel between two 
valves (1-7). The peripheral valve of the lymphatic vessel 
belongs to one valve segment, the central one belongs 
to the next. According to the content of myocytes in the 
lymphangion, the muscular cuff, the wall of the valvular sinus 
and the region of attachment of the valve are distinguished 
(1-3,8,9). Myocytes are in close relationship with collagen and 
elastic fibers. To ensure the normal functioning of the heart, 
a significant role is played by the outflow of lymph from the 
heart. The subepicardial lymphatic vessels of the heart are a 
reservoir that collects lymph from all layers of the heart and 
are the lymphatic collector of the heart.

The concept of lymphangion as a structurally functional 
unit of a lymphatic vessel has been recognized by leading 
lymphologists of Russia (2,4).

The subepicardial lymphatic bed of the heart, which consists 
of the initial lymphatic networks, lymphatic vessels of the first 
order and larger lymphatic vessels of the second, third and 
fourth orders, has been studied. The latter, while merging, 

form the main or collector lymphatic vessels of the heart, 
heading to the regional lymph nodes. The outflow of lymph 
from the endocardium is carried out into the lymphatic 
channel of the myocardium and then into the "2-storied" 
subepicardial lymphatic network. The discharge lymphatic 
vessels are located subepicardially and accompany the 
branches of the coronary arteries along the anterior and 
posterior “longitudinal” grooves from the apex of the heart 
to the base. They form two main lymphatic “trunks” - the 
left and the right one, which flow into the regional lymph 
nodes of the mediastinum. The ventricular myocardium has 
lymphatic vessels that are connected on the one hand, with 
the subendocardial lymphatic network, and on the other 
hand with the subepicardial. All myocardial vessels flow into 
the plexus of the lymphatic vessels of the epicardium.

The lymphatic vessels of the atria and ventricles merge in the 
coronary sulcus, in the bifurcation node or in the nodes of the 
preaortocarotid lymphatic chain.

The shape of the lymphangions of the intraorgan vessels of 
the human heart is diverse, but most of them approach the 
shape of an ellipsoid.
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The structure of intraorgan system of the lymphatic collectors of the heart, their size, structure and distribution in different 
parts of the wall of lymphangions are described. Generation and interposition of muscle fibers in the structure of the common 
vessel are shown. Visual description of the interaction of different structures of the lymphatic system for lymph passage, from 
subendocardial lymph capillaries to the main outflow vessels is described.
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Lymphangions of intraorgan and extraorgan lymphatic 
vessels of the human heart have age and local features of the 
shape, size (length, width, volume), number and distribution 
of myocytes, bundles of collagen and elastic fibers (1,2,5).

It should be noted that vascular lymphangion in adulthood, 
elderly and senile ages is characterized by a significant 
variety of forms. The loops of the lymphatic capillaries of 
the myocardium in old age become diverse in shape and 
size. In connection with the problem of lymph transport 
from the heart, it is of considerable interest to study its 
lymphangions, the distribution of muscle elements in the 
area of the muscular cuff, valvular sinus and in the area of 
valve attachment. The decision was to study the quantitative 
parameters of lymphangion (length, width and volume), as 
well as the number, shape of lymphangions, the structure of 
its wall (myocytes, collagen and elastic fibers) of intraorgan 
and extraorgan lymphatic vessels of the heart in the postnatal 
period of ontogenesis.

The emphasizing of lymphangion as a structurally functional 
unit has made it possible to discover new aspects of the 
functioning of lymphatic vessels, first of all, to study their 
motor function. It is believed that the main factor in the 
lymphatic flow in the body is the contractile activity of the 
lymphatic vessels. Studying the structural foundations of the 
motor function of the lymphatic vessels of the human heart 
from a new perspective i.e. the theory of lymphangion is of 
undoubted interest to understand the lymph outflow from 
the wall of the human heart under normal and pathological 
conditions, therefore anatomical study of the human heart 
is not only of theoretical value, it is important for practical 
medicine, first of all  cardiology. The ratio of the lymphatic 
bed of the heart to pathological developments has been 
proved by many authors. Therefore, their structural and 
functional state can be an integrating indicator of the lymph 
formation and lymph outflow from all the membranes of the 
heart (6,8).

The purpose of this study is to investigate  the structure of 
intraorgan and extraorgan lymphatic vessels of the heart 
from the standpoint of the structural-functional unit of the 
lymphatic vessel, which is the lymphangion; to study the wall 
structure of lymphangions (myocytes, collagen and elastic 
fibers);  to identify the dynamics of age-related changes in 
heart lymphangion; to identify partial atrophy of myocytes of 
the wall of the lymphangion, that reduces the motor function 
of lymphangion at the  older age.

Methods

To solve the tasks, heart specimens taken from 15 corpses of 
people of both sexes who died from accidents and injuries 
were studied. Whenever possible, some specimens were 
taken in which there was less subepicardial fat that facilitated 
the accomplishment of subsequent study.

An injection technique revealed lymphatic capillaries, vessels 
of the left and right ventricles, as well as the atria. The wall 

structure was studied with morphometry of the subepicardial 
heart lymphangions.

In the study of architectonics of human heart lymphangions, 
complex methods of morphological studies were used. As a 
colored injection mass, a predominantly modified Herot mass 
was used. Herot's blue injection mass penetrates well into 
the lymphatic capillaries and lymphatic vessels. It quite easily 
reaches the regional lymph nodes, without diffusing from the 
lymphatic vessel into the surrounding tissue and, at the same 
time, contrasts well against the surrounding background, 
which is very valuable for the preparation (dissection) and 
microphotography of blood vessels.

The study of the lymphatic bed of the human heart through 
the method of interstitial injection and preparation made 
it possible to study in sufficient detail the formation and 
anatomical and topographic location of the left lymphatic 
collector of the heart and its regional lymph nodes.

In the study of the preparations made via the total drug 
technique, we can see all the structures of the lymphangion of 
the lymphatic vessel of the heart (valves, collagen and elastic 
fibers). Especially valuable color is gained in the treatment of 
the preparation with Heidengain azan, because at the same 
time, the cytoplasm of myocytes stains well in red or pink, and 
such dyes as gallocyanin, hematoxylin-eosin, picrofuxin, and 
Weiger resorcinol-fuchsin were also used.

The length and width of the lymphangions were determined 
after injection with a blue mass of Gerot. The length of the 
lymphangion on such preparations is the distance between 
the two constrictions of the lymphatic vessel. The width was 
determined in the middle part of the lymphangion.

Research methods were carried out in the following order:

1. The method of interstitial injection of colored mass (Herot 
mass).

2. The method of preparation.

3. The making of enlightened preparations according to the 
Shpaltegolts method as modified by D. A. Zhdanov, their 
conclusion in polystyrene according to the method of V. N. 
Nadezhdin

4. Production of histological sections and total preparations 
according to A.V., Borisov.

5. Methodology for the making of total preparations of the 
lymphatic vessels of the heart and hemomicrocirculation 
pathways.

6. Methodology for determining lymphangions per unit area 
of the epicardium.

7. The study of the ultrastructure of extraorgan lymphatic 
vessels of the heart of animals (10 white rats) by means of 
electron microscopy.
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Results and Discussion

The lymphatic bed of the heart consists of lymphatic capillaries 
of the endocardium, myocardium and epicardium, lymphatic 
postcapillaries, intraorgan and extraorgan lymphatic vessels 
that flow into the regional lymph nodes. The main collector 
taking lymph from the endocardium and myocardium is the 
lymphatic bed of the epicardium, which consists of lymphatic 
capillaries, postcapillaries and blood vessels (Table 1).

Myocytes as the anatomical basis of the motor function of 
the lymphangion are determined in all the lymphangions 
of the vessels namely intraorgan, extraorgan "trunks" of the 
duct. In intraorgan lymphangions the number of myocytes  
is less than in extraorgan ones. In intraorgan lymphangions, 
myocytes are located in the middle part of the lymphangion 
(muscle cuff) and are usually absent in the wall of the valvular 
sinus (Table 2).

In extraorgan lymphangions, the number of myocytes in the 
muscle cuff is always greater than in the stack of valvular 
sinus. Myocytes are in close relationship with collagen and 
elastic fibers. Connective tissue fibers play a significant 
role in the motor function of the lymphangion. The elastic 
fibers of lymphangion in newborns and adults are thin. In 
the elderly, the elastic fibers of the wall of the lymphangion 
undergo profound changes: in some occasional areas, they 
get thicker, fragmented and disintegrated. In the elderly, 

varicose protrusions often formed in the wall of the valvular 
sinus of the lymphangion. Collagenization of the wall of the 
lymphangion and partial atrophy of the myocytes of the wall 
of the lymphangion in elderly people obviously reduce the 
motor function of the lymphangion at this age.

Conclusion

At the old age, significant changes occur in the shape, caliber 
and structure of the wall of the lymphangions of the intraorgan 
and extraorgan vessels of the left lymphatic collector of 
the heart. In this age group, “bay-shaped” and “mushroom-
like” protrusions of the lymphangions of the intraorgan and 
extraorgan vessels are noted. Bulges are most often found 
in the wall of the valvular sinus of the lymphangions of the 
extraorgan vessel. The caliber of the lymphangions of the 
intraorgan and extraorgan vessels varies widely. The number 
of myocytes in the wall of the lymphangions of the intraorgan 
vessel is reduced. In parallel with the reduction (atrophy) of 
myocytes at this age, there occurs collagenization of the wall 
of the lymphangions i.e. an increase in the number of collagen 
fibers.
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Lymphatic vessels of the 2nd order
Length (mm) Width (mm) Volume (mm)
2.120(0.098) 0.650(0.068) 0.500(0.014)
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0 0 0
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Aorto-right ventricular tunnel originating from left coronary 
sinus: a case report

Introduction

Aorto-right ventricular tunnel is an extremely rare anomalous 
communication between aorta and the right ventricular 
cavity (1-18). This defect was first reported by K. Hart (1905) 
and J. Edwards (1961), and was given a term by Levi et al. as an 
aorto-ventricular tunnel in 1963 (13). To date, approximately 
147 such cases have been reported (11). The cause of this 
defect is unknown. Incidence of its development is about 
0.1% of all diagnosed congenital heart defects (16, 17).

This is a pathology in which there is an abnormal 
communication between ascending aorta and one of 
ventricles of human heart with a pathological retrograde 
blood flow from the aorta to the ventricle, followed by 
hypertrophy and dilatation of the ventricle, and severe heart 
failure, which leads to death in the first months of life. Also, it 
can cause severe aortic valve insufficiency, if child grows to an 
older age (2, 10).

Case report 

An 11 years old boy was admitted with complaints of dyspnea. 
Complaints intensified for 2 months. Physical examination: 
Rhythmic heart sounds, heart rate at admission 90 beats per 
minute. Systolic and diastolic murmur at the apex. Blood 
pressure 90/60 mmHg. There was no hepatomegaly. ECG 
changes on admission: sinus rhythm, signs of concomitant 
hypertrophy of both ventricles.

Echocardiography findings

Diameter of the ascending aorta is 28 mm and in the sinus of 
Valsalva- 36 mm. Minimal tricuspid, aortic and mitral valves 
regurgitation. Left atrium cross dimension-29mm. Right atrium 
was moderately dilated. LV: end-diastolic dimension (EDD) 
-55 mm and end-systolic dimension (ESD)-33 mm. Ejection 
fraction (EF) - 69% by Teichholz formula. Right ventricle (RV) 
cross dimension - 27 mm. Systolic pulmonary artery pressure 
(PAP) - 40 mm Hg. A collector with the diameter of 6-7 mm is 
visualized at the ostium of the left coronary artery (LCA).

Angiography data 

The left main coronary artery with the diameter of 11 mm. 
Left anterior descending (LAD) artery without stenosis. An 
extended collector (diameter-13 mm), is visualized instead 
of left circumflex artery (LCx) and opened in RV through 
interventricular septum. Right coronary artery (RCA) without 
stenosis.

CT –angiography data 

Left pulmonary artery was moderately hypoplastic and 
signs of pulmonary hypertension and cardiomegaly (RV 
hypertrophy) were identified. Pulmonary veins drained in 
the left atrium. There are no data for atrial, ventricular septal 
defect and patent ductus arteriosus. A collector (tunnel) from 
the left coronary sinus along the posterior surface of the heart, 
27 mm in diameter, was visualized. Tunnel opened in the inlet 
portion of the right ventricle cavity (Fig. 1).

Bebezov I.H., Abdyldaev I.Z., Cholponbaev D. Ch., Chevgun S.D., Chukubaev M.A., Daniyarov B.S., Kaliev T.B., Nurbekov K.N.
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This report describes an extremely rare case of an aorto-right ventricular tunnel originating from the left coronary sinus with 
abnormality of left coronary artery in the 11-year-old child.
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Figure 1. A (arrow – tunnel), B (arrow – LAD) - Angiography data. C,D,E,F - CT –angiography data.

CT - computed tomography, LAD -left anterior descending artery
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After the preparation and informed consent an open 
procedure has been performed: the distal portion of the aorto-
right ventricular tunnel was sutured under cardiopulmonary 
bypass and normothermia. The ascending aorta was opened 
after aortic clamping. The tunnel orifice was detected at the 
left coronary artery normal disposition, about 25x30 mm in 
diameter. LCA originated 30-40 mm below the orifice; it was 
not possible to perform plastic surgery. It was decided to close 
the right ventricular end of the tunnel and access through 

RA. Tunnels orifice in RV was situated from the septal cusp 
papillary muscles of the RV, reached the fibrous annulus, and 
continued along to the commissure between the anterior 
and posterior cusps. Orifice was sutured with a continuous 
stitch and additional figure-of-eight plication on pledgets. 
There were no complications in postoperative period. After 
ten days, a repeated coronary angiography showed minimal 
residual flow along the posterior RV wall through an aorto-
right ventricular tunnel.

After 6 months of follow up CT, angiography showed a 
residual empty space about 5 mm at the site of postoperative 
sutures. However, according to echocardiography data, RV 
dimensions were unchanged and pulmonary hypertension 

slightly decreased (RV 27 mm, Syst. PAP 35 mm Hg). That was 
considered as a positive effect necessitating the continuation 
of long-term follow- up and no need for additional 
intervention.

Figure 2. A, B - Angiography data 10 days after. There is functioning aorto-right ventricular tunnel, visualized  
accumulation of contrast agent in stitches area in the right ventricle and flow through the suture.

Figure 3. Six - month follow up CT –angiography.

CT - computed tomography

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3:177-180 Bebezov et al. Conference paper
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Discussion

According to the literature most common tunnel orifice 
originating from the right coronary sinus (about 80% of cases) 
(2-8). In this case, it is necessary to differentiate with fistulas. 
Depending on the terminating of tunnel, there are aortic 
left ventricular tunnel and aortic right ventricular tunnel. 
The most common aortic left ventricular tunnel, incidence 
of which is more than 90% (2-4). The aortic right ventricular 
tunnel is the rarest form of pathology in this group. Tunnels 
and fistulas most frequently are associated with aortic valve 
and CA abnormalities (45% of cases) (6-14). 

Hovaguimian et al. in 1988 proposed the classification of 
aortic ventricular tunnels (10). This classification includes 4 
types: a simple tunnel with a slit like opening at the aortic 
end; no aortic valve distortion; a large extracardiac aortic 
wall aneurysm of the tunnel with an oval opening at the 
aortic end, with or without valvular distortion; intracardiac 
aneurysm of the septal portion of the tunnel, with or without 
right ventricular outflow tract obstruction; types II and III 
combined. 

There are two types of surgical treatment of such pathologies: 
open surgery and endovascular transcatheter closure of the 
tunnel with special closure devices (1). The open techniques 
for the tunnels can include closure of the aortic opening either 
by direct suture or with a patch; closure of the ventricular end 
of the tunnel; obliteration of the tunnel and closure of both 
orifices (aortic and ventricular) (18).

In our case an open procedure was performed: the tunnel 
distal orifice closure, which was subsequently recanalized.

Conclusion: The aorto-right ventricular tunnel with the 
associated LCA anomaly is a very rare abnormality that is found 
in clinical practice. In our case, open surgical intervention was 
performed under cardiopulmonary bypass. The RV orifice 
of tunnel was sutured through the right atrial access. There 
is also an opinion about the opportunity of the distal tunnel 
portion closure with occluder implantation, which can lead to 
complete occlusion.     
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Concentration of anti-Mullerian hormone in the blood as a result of 
electrical stimulation of polycystic ovaries in women with infertility

Introduction

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is one of the common 
pathologies of the reproductive system of women and up 
to 94% of cases are accompanied by infertility (1). In case of 
polycystic ovary syndrome and infertility, there is an imbalance 
of hormones that regulate ovarian function, provoked by 
hyperandrogenism associated with the preserved follicular 
reserve (2, 3). In the treatment of PCOS, surgical (laparoscopic) 
methods are the main ones aimed at removing excess of 
androgen-secreting stromal tissue of the ovaries (4). However, 
by eliminating one of the factors of infertility by classical 
bilateral interventions on the ovaries, in the form of their 
wedge-shaped resection or cauterization, it is possible to 
provoke another, previously absent infertility factor, which 
consists in iatrogenic excessive reduction of the follicular 
reserve (4). A compromise option for surgical treatment for 
polycystic ovary syndrome is to perform surgery on only one 
ovary, while the prerequisites for an excessive reduction of the 
follicular reserve are not made available (5,7).

In PCOS, the production of anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH), 
which is a transforming factor in the growth of beta, increases 
several times. AMH characterizes follicles at the stage 
preceding hormone-dependent growth, and the cessation of 
its production is an important condition for the selection of a 
dominant follicle (8). 

The aim of the study was to determine the state of the follicular 
reserve of the ovaries by the concentration of AMH as a result 
of the use of unilateral and bilateral electrical stimulation of 
polycystic ovaries in women with infertility in the treatment. 

Methods

The study included 38 women with PCOS under the age of 
35 (29 - 32) years, suffering from primary infertility, which 
made up the clinical group. In turn, the clinical group was 
divided into 2 groups: 18 women who underwent unilateral 
electrical stimulation of the ovary (clinical group I); 20 women 
who underwent bilateral electrical stimulation of the ovaries 
(clinical group II). The diagnosis was verified based on the 
criteria of the Rotterdam Conciliation Conference on Polycystic 
Ovary Syndrome (9). The indications for electrical stimulation 
of the ovaries were primary infertility and the lack of effect of 
conservative stimulation of the ovaries. To compare the AMH 
level in women with PCOS, 20 women without menstrual 
disorder and having a physiological birth in their past medical 
history were examined (control group).   

For electrical stimulation, the laparoscopic method was used 
on a device produced by the company of “Richard Wolf Kuze 
Stors – Endoscope” (Germany) and a monitor made by the 
company of “Panasonic” (Japan). AMH in blood serum was 
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using 
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This paper presents data on the effect of unilateral and bilateral electrical stimulation of the ovaries in 36 women of 
reproductive age with polycystic ovary syndrome and infertility on follicular reserve, estimated by the concentration of anti-
Mullerian hormone in the blood serum cauterization, it does not lead to a critical decrease in the follicular reserve compared 
with indicators of healthy women.  
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test systems of the “Human” company (Germany).  

Statistical processing of the results was carried out through 
the method of variation statistics on a personal computer with 
the use of the standard software package of applied statistical 
analysis (Statistic for Windows v.6.0). 

Results and Discussion

As can be seen from the data in Figure 1, the AMH level in the 
blood serum of women (12.2 (1.9) ng/ml) in the clinical group 
upon admission to the clinic was actually 9 times higher 
than the relevant value in women of the control group (1.35 
(0.21) ng/ml) (p<0.001). In 4 weeks after unilateral electrical 
stimulation (cauterization) of the ovary in women of clinical 
group I, the concentration of AMH in blood serum decreased 
significantly (3.1 (0.41) ng/ml) compared with the period 
before surgery (p<0.001) and slightly, but reliably, exceeded 
the indicator of the control group (p<0.05). 

In women of clinical group II, an almost identical picture is 
observed during this period as in group I, in the concentration 
of AMH in the blood, namely, the hormone level was 2.4 
(0.36) ng/ml, which is 5 times as less than in the period before 
treatment (p<0.001). Compared with the AMH indicator of the 
control group, a veracious difference is also observed (p<0.05). 

To date, there is no consensus on regulated values of AMH in 
women. In the studies of D. Dewailly et al. (10), the optimal 
AMH threshold limit value of 5 ng / ml was characterized by 
high sensitivity (92%) and specificity (97%) in the diagnosis of 
polycystic ovary syndrome. In the studies by F. R. Tehrani et 
al. (11), the estimated age of menopause was calculated on 
the level of AMH<0.2 ng/ml. The level of AMH concentration in 
blood serum accurately reflects the number of antral follicles 
in the ovaries and is a diagnostic marker of polycystic ovary 
syndrome (12). 

Therefore, when conducting bilateral electrical stimulation 
of the ovaries in our studies, the critical level of the follicular 
reserve neither  reached and  nor did it  go beyond the 
population fluctuations of 0.9-2.5 ng/ml, despite a slightly 
higher result relative to the value of the control group. 

Conclusion 

Use of bilateral electrical stimulation of the ovaries in 
polycystic ovary syndrome in the treatment of women is not 
accompanied by a pronounced reduction in the follicular 
reserve. 
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Dissection of ascending aorta and left main coronary artery after 
routine percutaneous coronary intervention: a case report

Introduction 

Since the year of 1977, when Andreas Gruentzig first 
successfully performed percutaneous coronary balloon 
angioplasty to a patient with left anterior descending artery 
(LAD) stenosis (1), percutaneous coronary interventions 
(PCI’s) have come to a practice. However, major limitations of 
balloon angioplasty of coronary arteries were complications 
such as restenosis and abrupt vessel closure (2). Rate of 
complications was significantly reduced with the introduction 
of coronary stents (3). To date PCI’s, when performed in 
experienced centers with proper indications, have become 
relatively safe and efficient procedures with high success 
rate. Coronary stents act as scaffolds to prevent elastic recoil 
and to prevent the spreading of intimal dissection (4), which 
frequently occurs after balloon inflation. Unfortunately major 
complications after contemporary PCI’s still occur: death is 
about 0.7% and acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is 2%. In this 
report, we describe a case of dissection of left main coronary 
artery and aortic root after “routine” PCI.

Case report

Patient B., a 54-year old male, was admitted to hospital with 
frequent chest pain and shortness of breath, developing on 
light exertion. Angina symptoms started four months before. 
On admission, his physical examination was unremarkable, 
blood pressure 100/60 mm Hg, heart rate 60 per min. On 
patient’s ECG, there was no sign of prior AMI, ST segment 
was isoelectric. Echocardiography showed preserved left 
ventricular (LV) function, LV ejection fraction 55%, normal 
cardiac dimensions. Coronary angiography revealed right 
dominant coronary circulation, two-vessel disease with 
subtotal stenosis of left circumflex artery (LCX) and long 75% 
lesion of mid portion of right coronary artery (RCA). There 
were no visible lesions in the left main coronary artery (LMCA). 
Thereafter stent Terumo Ultimaster 3.0x38 mm (Terumo 
Medical Products, Japan) was implanted in mid RCA (Fig. 1) 
and stent Terumo Ultimaster 2.75x15 mm was implanted 
in LCX (Fig. 2). Stenting LCX was difficult, due to problems 
in crossing the wire and balloon through the tight lesion. 
Suboptimal results were achieved with TIMI 2 distal flow in 
LCX.

Daniyarov B.S., Abdyldaev I.Z., Chevgun S.D., Nurbekov K.N., Cholponbaev D.C., Kaliev T.B., Borubaev EE, Chukubaev M.A.

International School of Medicine, Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 184-187  
doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148

We describe a case of guiding catheter-induced dissection of left main coronary artery and ascending aorta. A patient with 
unstable angina and two-vessel disease underwent drug eluting stents implantation in proximal left anterior descending artery 
and distal left circumflex artery. Six hours after the procedure of acute occlusive dissection of left main coronary artery with 
spreading to ascending aorta developed, it was required to do stenting of the left anterior descending and left main coronary 
arteries and balloon dilatation of left circumflex artery. Despite the initial success of the repeated intervention, total occlusion 
of left main coronary artery occurred with unsuccessful reopening in catheterization laboratory. Emergency coronary artery 
bypass surgery was carried out. However, despite the patent anastomosis from left mammary to left anterior descending artery, 
the patient died. 

Key words: Percutaneous coronary intervention, complication, iatrogenic coronary dissection
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Figure 1. Stenting of right coronary artery     Figure 2. Stenting of left circumflex artery

Figure 3. LMCA thrombus (arrow) LMCA-left 
main coronary artery

Figure 4. Dissection (arrow)

Six hours after PCI patient suffered recurrent intensive chest 
pain. His ECG was unchanged. On control cineangiography 
(Fig. 3) there was a thrombus in the terminal part of LMCA 
with total occlusion of LAD and TIMI 1 flow in LCX. There 
was acute stent thrombosis in LCX. After crossing LAD 
occlusion with guidewire, a dissection flap in LMCA and left 
sinus of Valsalva became visible (Fig. 4). Balloon dilatation 
in LAD, LMCA, in stent in LCX and in LCX ostium. Bare metal 
stents (for socioeconomical reasons) were implanted: Rebel 
(Boston Scientific, USA) 3.0x28 mm in LAD and 4.0x32 mm in 
LMCA with overlap (Fig. 5). Recrossing the guidewire in LCX 
through the stent’s struts and balloon dilatation. At the end of 
procedure, there was TIMI 3 flow in LAD and LCX, no signs of 
aortic root dissection. However, the control echocardiography 
showed the signs of double lumen in the ascending aorta. 
There was a minimal aortic regurgitation. Cardiac dimensions 
and LV ejection fraction were unchanged.

During two days, the patient was relatively symptom free, but 
the echocardiography still demonstrated signs of double lumen 
in the ascending aorta and then on the second day, a chest 

pain occurred again and it progressed. There was ST elevation 
in AVR and ST depression in inferior and precordial leads. In 
order to determine intervention tactics multiple detector 
computed tomography (MDCT)’s coronary angiography was 
performed (Fig. 6). MDCT angiography showed occluded 
LMCA stent and dissection of ascending aorta up to the 
truncus brachiocephalicus. There were signs of thrombus 
formation inside the false lumen of aorta. Patient was taken 
again in catheterization laboratory. Attempt of recanalization 
of LMCA was unsuccessful and the urgent coronary artery 
bypass graft surgery was performed on beating heart (off-
pump) Anastomosis of left internal mammary artery – LAD 
was formed and thrombectomy from proximal and distal part 
of LAD was carried out. During surgical hemostasis sustained 
ventricular tachycardia developed, which transformed into 
bradycardia and asystole, despite resuscitation measures, 
cardiac pacing without capture and biological death was 
vindicated.
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According to this classification in our case, it was Type F 
dissection. There were difficulties in crossing the guide wire 
through the tight LCX lesion. Careful examination of 

cineangiograms revealed temporary dissection of type A at 
the terminal part of LMCA (Fig. 7), which disappeared at the 
end of procedure.

Discussion

As it has been mentioned above, the incidence of PCI related 
complications is rare nowadays. Coronary artery dissection is a 
condition in which there is a tear in a vessel’s intima, sometimes 
leading to thrombosis and abrupt arterial closure. According 
to recently published Japanese study (5) the incidence of flow 
limiting coronary dissection occurred in 1.1% of PCI’s. To date, 

with the use of stents, dissections can be caused by guidewire, 
stent edge or guide catheter. Risk factors for coronary artery 
dissections include aggressive catheter manipulations, stiff 
wires, guiding catheter of “Amplatz” type, calcified lesions and 
degenerative aortic disease (6). More frequently, they occur in 
PCI’s in RCA and in women. Different classifications have been 
suggested, the most widely accepted are as shown in Table 
1(7).

Figure 5. LAD and LMCA stents (arrows). LAD- left anterior descending artery, LMCA-left main coronary artery

Figure 6. Aortic dissection on multidetector computed tomography

Table 1. Types of coronary artery dissections

Sr. No. Type

01 Type A Minor radiolucency within the coronary lumen without dye persistence

02 Type B Parallel tracks or double lumen separated by a radiolucent area during angiography without dye 
persistence

03 Type C Extraluminal cap with dye persistence

04 Type D Spiral luminal filling defects

04 Type E New persistent filling defects

05 Type F Dissection leading to total occlusion

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 184-187Daniyarov et al. Conference paper
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Figure 7. Temporary LMCA type A dissection (arrow) LMCA-left main coronary artery

Because of difficulties in passing wire through the lesion, there 
were manipulations with guiding catheter (Judkins left 4.0-6F). 
Thus, this was guiding catheter induced dissection of LMCA.

Eshtehardi et al. (8) suggested the following classification of 
LMCA dissection: Type I – localized dissection (55.3%), Type 
II dissection with extension into major branches (``zipper``) 
(42.1% - hemodynamic instability - 38%, cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation-25%, in-hospital death - 0%) and Type III – 
dissection with extension to aortic root (2.6% - hemodynamic 
instability - 100%, cardiopulmonary resuscitation - 100%,  
in-hospital death - 100%).

As it is mentioned in the same publication, type I dissections 
usually have excellent prognosis. In our case, there was initial 
spontaneous healing of the LMCA dissection, which later 
progressed into Type III dissection. In 2000, Dunning et al (9) 
suggested classification of iatrogenic aortic dissection, based 
on its spread: type 1 was determined when dissection was 
limited to a sinus of Valsalva, type 2 when it went to ascending 
aorta but less than 4 cm in length and type 3 exceeding 4 cm. 
Thus, the patient developed type 3 dissection. However, there 
were signs of thrombus formation in the false lumen on MDCT 
angiography and clinically acute myocardial infarction was 
the culprit for the patients’ deterioration. Therefore, as well as 
because of the emergency of terminal condition “only” CABG 
was performed. 

Conclusions: Iatrogenic coronary artery dissection can lead 
to lethal effect despite all medical efforts. In order to prevent 
such a serious complication during percutaneous coronary 
intervention a thorough choice of instruments, careful 
catheter manipulations are mandatory with auxiliary devices 
required for that.
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Endovascular treatment of chronic lower limb ischemia - the first 
experience of consecutive patients in the Kyrgyz Republic

Introduction

Critical limb ischemia (CLI) caused by infrainguinal 
atherosclerosis is a substantial source of death and disability. 
One-year mortality ranges from 10% to 40% and in case 
without revascularization somewhere, up to 40% will suffer 
limb loss within six months (1, 2). 

For patients with CLI or severe progressive claudication, 
peripheral arterial revascularization is necessary to minimize 

the chance of losing a limb, neutralize the symptoms and 
improve quality of life. To date along with the bypass methods 
endovascular procedures (stenting and balloon angioplasty) 
are the most widespread measures (3). The main purpose of 
endovascular treatment - is to minimize the loss of tissue, 
complete recovery of the wounds and the preservation 
of a functioning limb. This report is an analysis of the first 
experience of endovascular treatment in consecutive patients 
with chronic lower limb ischemia.

Chevgun S.D., Abdyldaev I.Z., Imankulova A. S., Bebezov I.H., Cholponbaev D. Ch., Nurbekov K.N., Daniyarov B.S., Raimkulov A.E., 
Alekseev D.N., Eginaliev A., Osmonov T.A.
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Objective: Pure atherosclerosis and diabetes mellitus are often responsible for the lesion of lower limb arteries. As a result, 
critical ischemia may develop. Endovascular treatment of lower extremities chronic ischemia in the modern world one of 
the most effective methods of limbs salvage. This report is an analysis of the first experience of endovascular treatment in 
consecutive patients with chronic lower limb ischemia in the Kyrgyz Republic.

Methods: In 2016-2018, there were 31 patients with chronic lower limb ischemia in IIb-IV Fontaine's stages that underwent 
endovascular treatment. The primary endpoint was 6-month painlessness or reduction of the Fontaine stage; freedom from 
amputation up to six months; active regenerative process or full recovery of ulcers/wounds up to six months. The secondary 
endpoints included 6-month all-cause mortality and reintervention rate.

Results: Overall, 27 (87.1%) patients reached painless form (stage I according to Fontaine (ABI ≥0.9)), with complete regeneration 
or active reparative process observed in 20 (64. 5%) patients. In general, major amputation was avoided in 29 (93.5%) patients 
(two patients underwent amputation by E. Burgess). Minor amputations were performed below the level of foot dorsum (Sharp) 
in 35.5% (11 patients). Simultaneous percutaneous coronary interventions and peripheral interventions were performed in 6 
(19. 4%) cases. In total, within 6 months one death was registered (3.2%). 

Conclusion: The first endovascular treatment of consecutive patients showed encouraging 6-month results. Simultaneous 
(«Ad-hoc») or stepwise (at the current hospitalization) procedures on coronary and peripheral arteries ensure safety and can 
provide more chances of patient`s survival.

Key words: chronic lower limb ischemia, critical limb ischemia, percutaneous coronary interventions, limb salvage, freedom 
from amputation 
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Methods

The inclusion criteria were patients admitted with chronic 
lower limb ischemia at IIb-IV Fontaine's stages. In total for 
2016-2018, there were 31 patients. Patients who were not 
subjected to endovascular revascularization with severe 
nephrological status (glomerular filtration rate (GFR) less than 
30 ml/min) were excluded. 

 All patients underwent general clinical examination, constant 
monitoring of heart rate, blood pressure, laboratory tests. 
For control of cardiac activity dynamics, an echocardiogram 
(with a coronary artery disease history or significant lesions) 
and electrocardiogram (ECG) findings were analyzed. For 

visualizing the anatomy of the lower extremity arteries lesions, 
we conducted a dynamic analysis of ultrasound and Doppler 
sonography (all patients) and computed tomography-
angiography (CT-angio) imaging (41.9%). The main baseline 
characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Patients at the time of hospitalization received recommended 
optimal medical therapy, which included drugs: acetylsalicylic 
acid, clopidogrel, anticoagulants, prostaglandin E1 drugs, 
L forms of arginine, and others. Before endovascular 
intervention, angiography of the coronary and lower 
limb arteries was performed sequentially. Drug therapy is 
presented in Table 2.

The average age of patients was over 65 years (mean 67.7(7.4) 
years), and males prevailed among the patients. Most of 
patients had the CLI with manifestation of pain at rest and non-
healing ulcers and wounds in the distal part of extremities. The 

number of patients with diabetes mellitus was 80.6% (25). Of 
special note, the history of angina pectoris was present only in 
48.4% (15) of patients.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics

Characteristics Number (n=31) %

Mean age 67.7 (7.4) years

Male sex 22 71

Ulcers/wounds presentation 24 77.4

Gangrene 13 41.9

Foot rest pain 24 77.4

Diabetes mellitus 25 80.6

Distal polyneuropathy 20 64.5

Insulin consumption 17 54.8

Hypertension 22 71

Hypercholesterolemia 18 58.1

Renal failure (GFR < 50 ml/min/1.73m2) 11 35.5

Coronary artery disease anamnesis 15 48.4

Smoking status 14 45.2

Critical Limb Ischemia ankle –brachial index ≤ 0.5 27 87.1

Subcritical chronic limb ischemia (IIb) 4 12.9

GFR- glomerular filtration rate

Table 2. Drug therapy

Drugs Number (n=31) %

Dual antiplatelet therapy 31 100

Heparin 31 100

Statins 29 93.5

Alprostadil (PgE1) 23 74.2

L – arginine drugs 15 48.4

Ca++ channel blockers 24 77.4
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Endpoints

The primary endpoint was 6-month painlessness or reduction 
of the Fontaine stage; freedom from amputation up to six 
months; active regenerative process or full recovery of ulcers / 
wounds up to six months. The secondary endpoints included 
6-month all-cause mortality and reintervention rate. 

Statistical analysis 

The obtained data was processed on a computer by using the 
statistical program SPSS statistics 17v. Comparison of mean 
values was fulfilled by using standard methods of variation 
statistics of a medical-biological profile. Data is presented 
as the mean±SD for continuous variables and the number 
(percentage) for discrete variables. The distribution of variables 
was checked by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A p 
value of <0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Since 
there were no control groups, we did not use comparative 
intergroup characteristics.

Results

The mean time from the CLI symptoms manifestation to 
treatment was 1.2 (0.9) months. Angiographic success with 
direct blood flow to the ischemic region and indirect blood 
flow, with regard for angiosomes concept, was 90.3% (28 
patients). The right limb (58%) was more often affected; 
however, bilateral intervention was also performed in 5 (16.1%) 
patients. Contralateral, ipsilateral and brachial approaches 
were used in 80.6%, 16.1%, and 12.9% of cases, respectively.

Nine (29.0%) patients underwent procedures “above the knee” 
(aorto-iliac segment, femoral, popliteal arteries) and 8 (25.8%) 
patients - stenting. The procedures “below the knee” (tibial 
arteries) were performed in 19 (61.3%) patients. Procedures 
were performed simultaneously above and below the knee in 
3 (9.7%) patients (Table 3). 

In 27 (87.1%) patients the painless form was reached 
(stages I according to Fontaine (ABI ≥0.9)), with complete 
regeneration or active reparative process was observed in 20 
(64. 5%) patients. The systolic blood flow velocity according 
to ultrasound diagnosis was 9.97 (5.2) vs. 40.1 (17.9) cm/s (p 
<0.001). The general major amputation was avoided in 29 
(93.5%) patients (two patients underwent amputation by E. 
Burgess). Minor amputations were performed not above than 
the level of foot dorsum (Sharp) in 35.5% (11 patients). Despite 
good results in freedom from amputation, the incidence of 
early thrombosis (30 days) with reintervention was 12.9% (4 
patients). 

Simultaneous percutaneous coronary interventions and 
peripheral interventions were performed in 6 (19.4%) cases. 
Previous coronary stenting at least 1 year was in 6.5% (2 
patients). 

In total, in the course of 6 months one death was registered 
(3.2%). The patient had a three-vessel coronary artery disease 
and renal insufficiency corresponding to C3b grades by KDIGO 
2013 (GFR was 40 ml / min / 1.73m2). The patient refused 
proposed simultaneous percutaneous coronary intervention.

Table 3. Angiographic findings and endovascular treatment 

Segment Angiographic findings Endovascular treatment

Significant 
stenosis/

occlusions

% Angioplasty only Balloon 
angioplasty + 
stenting

%

Aorto – iliac segment 1 3.2 - 1 3.2

Superficial femoral 
artery

8 25.8 - 7 22.5

Popliteal artery 4 13 4 - 12.9

Anterior tibial artery 27 87.1 20 - 64.5

Posterior tibial artery 27 87.1 11 - 35.5

Peroneal artery 25 80.6 12 - 38.7

Discussion

CLI is defined as recurrent ischemic pain at rest requiring the 
analgesics for at least 14 days, ulceration or gangrene of the 
foot, or toes. Fontaine - Pokrovsky classifications, traditionally 
classify critical ischemia as that of III or IV stage (4).

 It must be said that this article demonstrate the first 
endovascular treatment experience of chronic lower limb 
ischemia in subcritical and critical stages in consecutive 
patients in the Kyrgyz Republic. Also important is the creation 

of a logistics approach in the management of this pathology. 
It is obvious that in the treatment of patients with diabetes 
and chronic ischemia of the lower extremities is necessary to 
use the principle of multidisciplinarity.

Lower limb amputations in patients with diabetes are more 
common than in patients without diabetes, and five of six 
amputations occur in diabetes (5). Statistics show that 25% of 
hospitalizations among patients with diabetes are related to 
foot lesions, 40% require amputation (6). 50-70% of all non-
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traumatic amputations occur in patients with diabetes (7). 

From the study Imankulova A. S. et al. in 2018, performed on 
820 patients with diabetic foot syndrome, the total frequency 
of various surgical procedures in these patients was 1072, 
of which minor surgical interventions were 85.1% (913). In 
addition, 140 patients underwent large amputations (17%) 
within 3 years. Staged major amputations of the lower limb 
after minor surgical interventions in patients with CLI were 
subsequently performed in 85 patients (10.4%). Reamputation 
was performed in 9 patients (1.0%) against the background of 
severe concomitant pathology (8). 

The Lida et al., in a 3-year outcomes of the OLIVE registry 
study in 2015 showed, CLI patients with infrainguinal lesions, 
3-year clinical results of endovascular treatment were 
reasonable despite high reintervention and moderate ulcer 
recurrence rate.  In 3 years, overall survival rate was 63.0%, 
the major amputation-free rate was 87.9%, and avoidance of 
reintervention rate was 43.2%, however, diabetes accounted 
for 71% of the total number of patients. It should be noted 
that heart failure and wound infection only affected 
amputation-free survival within 6 months after endovascular 
treatment. Factors associated with ulcer healing were short-
term predictors for amputation-free survival and presumably 
were linked to survival. After ulcer healing, these factors were 
no longer significant and other factors related to long-term 
prognosis tended to emerge. Six months also suggesting that 
this might be an appropriate duration when evaluating the 
usefulness of new methods of limb salvage (9). 

It is not always possible to perform direct revascularization 
especially with lesions of the distal segment. However, with 
regard for the angiosomes concept, it is possible to achieve 
indirect optimal blood flow to the ischemic zone. It may allow 
to healing wounds and ulcers. 

As a rule, these patients have comorbidities such as diabetes, 
dyslipidemia. In addition, the status of thrombogenicity 
is associated with endothelial dysfunction and elevated 
hypercoagulation. In the study by Rossi et al. in 2002, 34% of 
patients with symptomatic peripheral arteries atherosclerosis 
had a fatal or non-fatal myocardial infarction for 24 months 
(10).  In 2005, the REACH study showed that 63% of patients 
with chronic lower limb ischemia had arterial multifocal 
lesions. These patients over the age of 50 have 68% and 42% 
cardiac and cerebrovascular adverse events, respectively 
(11). In addition to this, the study of Liistro et al. in 2013, 
demonstrated that aggressively endovascular treated CLI was 
not significantly associated with increased risk of long-term 
cardiac mortality in diabetic patients initially coming up with 
symptomatic coronary artery disease (12). 

On the other hand a mortality rate of 20% within 6 months 
after the diagnosis and 50% ending up with fatal outcome in 5 
years has been reported (13, 14). This excessive mortality may 
be related to the systemic cardiovascular diseases including 
coronary artery disease and cerebrovascular arterial disease 

(15, 16). Furthermore, CLI is associated with peripheral 
complications such as ulceration, gangrene, infection and a 
high risk of lower limb amputation estimated in 10%–40% of 
patients in 6 months after the established onset of the disease, 
especially in non-treatable patients (17, 18).

To date, increasingly more attempts become important as 
far as simultaneous («Ad-hoc») or stepwise (at the current 
hospitalization) procedures on coronary and peripheral 
arteries, which can improve the survival of patients presented 
initially with complications of diabetes.

Conclusion: Among patients with CLI, the majority were with 
distal lesions and diabetes mellitus. The first endovascular 
treatment of consecutive patients showed encouraging 
6-month results of both endpoints, although there is a need 
for a more long-term analysis, and an increasing number 
of participants. Simultaneous («Ad-hoc») or stepwise (at 
the current hospitalization) procedures on coronary and 
peripheral arteries are safe and can provide the better patient 
survival.
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Objective:  Coronary artery disease (CAD) remains the leading cause of premature death. Clinical management of patients with 
such disorders as acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is still one of the most important and debated issues in modern medicine. 
Some patients fail to come in the most relevant and recommended time for percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) to 
receive an effective treatment. This study analyzed the results of the practical approach to the “compelled” delayed percutaneous 
coronary interventions (DPCI) in patients with acute coronary syndrome.

Methods: The study was performed retrospectively. From 2013 to 2016, there were 141 patients with CAD. The DPCI group 
with an average admission time when symptoms onset counts 89.4 (17.5) hours was compared with the groups with medical 
therapy only (MT) and PCI after stabilization (PPCI).

Results: The revascularization Index in DPCI was 0.90 (0.18) and in PPCI made 0.89 (0.2) (p>0.05). The percentage of ST 
segment recovery in the DPCI was 72.8% in patients with elevation, and 87% with ST segment depression. At the same time in 
comparison with the medical therapy group, a significant difference was found according to this criterion (45.2% and 67.2%, 
respectively) (p<0.05). There were marked changes in DPCI in the data of the echocardiogram due to the reduction in the size 
of the left ventricle after delayed PCI. The main role in increasing the ejection fraction in DPCI group was the contraction of the 
left ventricle cavity during the end of systolic phase. In DPCI, group 39 convalescents (92.9%) reached condition stabilization. 
All-cause mortality during hospitalization in the DPCI was noted for 3 patients (7.1%) and 9 patients (18%) in the MT (p<0.05). 
The PPCI group had no lethal cases.

Conclusion: Delayed PCI in patients with ACS is safe and effective procedure. The use of delayed PCI in combination with 
optimal drug therapy is the most appropriate non-surgical method of myocardial revascularization in the studied cohort of 
patients. Delayed PCI results showed greater efficacy in the dynamics of the clinical and functional patient’s status compared to 
PCI performed after ACS stabilization. 

Key words: delayed percutaneous coronary interventions, acute coronary syndrome, coronary artery disease

(Heart Vess Transplant 2019; 3: 193-8. doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148)

Abstract

Abbreviations

ACS-Acute coronary syndrome,  CAD-Coronary artery disease, 
CCS-Canadian Cardiovascular Society, EDD-end-diastolic 
dimension, EF-Ejection fraction, ESD-end-systolic dimension, 
LV-Left ventricle,  NYHA- New York Heart Association, OMT-
Optimal medical therapy, PCI-Percutaneous coronary 

intervention, RI-Revascularization index, TLT-Thrombolytic 
therapy 

Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases caused by the progression of the 
atherosclerotic process such as coronary artery disease 
(CAD) remain the leading cause of premature death. Clinical 
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management of patients with such disorders as acute coronary 
syndrome (ACS) is still one of the most important and debated 
issues in modern medicine. There are several approaches in 
the treatment of patients with ACS such as optimal medical 
therapy (OMT), percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), 
coronary artery bypass grafting. Each of these areas can 
be used to eliminate the root cause of an acute condition. 
Myocardial reperfusion attempts should be timely and 
optimal in terms of the volume. This study analyzed the results 
of the practical approach to the tactics of “compelled” delayed 
percutaneous coronary interventions (DPCI) in patients with 
ACS.

Methods

The study was performed retrospectively. It included 141 
patients with ACS who were divided into three groups. The 
first group included 42 patients who, from 2013 to 2016, 
were exposed to DPCI. The second group (MT) consisted of 
50 patients admitted urgently with ACS to the intensive care 
department in the clinic without the possibility of angiography 
and received optimal medical therapy. In 40% (20 patients) of 
cases thrombolytic therapy (TLT) was used in MT group. The 
third group consisted of 49 patients who underwent planned 
PCI at various periods after their stabilization (PPCI). The results 
obtained in the PPCI group were compared to determine the 
necessity of delayed PCI. Exclusion criteria were myocardial 
infarction (MI) with right ventricle involvement, patients with 
congenital heart disease, organic valvular lesions, severe 
concomitant diseases in the terminal stage (chronic kidney 
disease, and those of oncological nature).

Cases of achieving condition stabilization, dynamics of the 
heart failure class, all - cause mortality, dynamics of ST segment 
deviation on the ECG, recovery of left ventricular function 
according to echocardiography at the end of hospitalization 
were recorded and analyzed.

Patients of DPCI and PPCI groups had "Ad-hoc" PCI. PCI was 
performed after the consent was obtained. All patients 
received a loading dose of acetylsalicylic acid - 500 mg, 
clopidogrel - 600 mg and 5000 IU of heparin. The number of 
stents in stable patients depended on the affected arteries 
with hemodynamically significant stenosis / occlusion and 
the patient’s physical condition. In patients with ACS, mainly 

stented artery was infarct-related artery (IRA). Whenever 
possible on part of the patient the stenting of the remaining 
hemodynamically significant stenosis of various localizations 
to increase the completeness of myocardial revascularization 
was carried out after stents implantation into IRA. Stenting 
of the arteries not connected with the infarction / ischemia 
zone was performed only with an adequate clinical picture 
available. The revascularization index (RI) was calculated. 

Statistical analysis: The obtained data was processed on a 
computer using the statistical program SPSS statistics version 
17. Comparison of mean findings was made using standard 
methods of variation statistics of a medical-biological 
profile. The distribution of variables was checked using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In the case of a normal distribution 
of variables, Student's t-test and ANOVA tests were applied. 
For an out-of-standard distribution of variables, the U-criterion 
of Mann-Whitney, the criterion of the Wilcoxon signs and the 
criteria of Kruskal-Wallis, Friedman were calculated. Nominal 
variables were compared using criterion Chi-square.

Results

The majority of DPCI and MT groups’ patients were in the II 
and III functional classes according to the Killip classification 
(92.7% and 78%, respectively). The groups differed significantly 
only in the number of IV class patients. All patients of the PPCI 
group were in II and III angina pectoris classes according to 
the Canadian Cardiovascular Society (CCS) classification and 
only one patient (2%) had New York Heart Association (NYHA) 
class IV heart failure. Patients were distributed depending on 
the diagnosis upon admission in the acute period (disease 
exacerbation), which is presented in Table 1.

In all three groups, the number of men was significantly higher 
(p<0.05). There were no significant differences in the three 
groups according to the age (p>0.05). In patients with ACS, 
the time from the symptoms onset to the types of treatment 
(MT and PCI) ranged from an hour to several days. The median 
time for DPCI patients was 89.4(17.5) hours. Patients admitted 
before 12 hours threshold prevailed in the MT group 35 (70%) 
(p<0.05). Most of PPCI patients 33 (67.3%) underwent PCI a 
month after medical treatment stabilization.

The basic characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. The distribution of patients depending on the diagnosis upon admission in the acute period

Diagnosis at admission DPCI  (N=42) MT (N=50) PPCI (N=49)

Refractory unstable angina, n(%) 10(23.8) 13(26) 27(55.1)*

Non Q-wave MI, n(%) 14(33.3)* 7(14) 8(16.3)

Q-wave MI, n(%) 18(42.9) 30(60)* 14(28.6)

*- р<0.05, Data are presented as  n(%),  DPCI- delayed percutaneous  coronary intervention, MI –myocardial infraction, MT – 
medical treatment, PPCI- primary percutaneous  coronary intervention
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Table 2.  Baseline characteristics

Variables DPCI (N= 42) MT  (N= 50) PPCI (N= 49)

Age, years 55.6 (9.6) 61.5 ( 13.4) 56.3 (8.4)

Male sex, % 76.2 62.0 81.6

Mean delay time/ h/days 89.4 (17.5) * 5.3 (4.1) >30 days

Killip class > 2, % 30.9 44.0 -

NYHA > 2/ CCS > 2, % - - 46.9 / 57.1

Anterior infarct/ischemia localization % 85.7 70.0 73.4

STEMI, % 61.9 68.0 44.9*

Affected arteries number (angiographically) > 
1,%

59.5 - 49.0

GRACE score > 140, % 60.0 78.0 -

Euroscore  II, % 7.8 (5.1) 9.0 (6.2)* 1.4 (0.8)

SYNTAX  score (in points) 13.9 (6.0) - 12.5 (7.6)

Cholesterol, mmol / l 5.2 (1.4) 5.0 (1.1) 5.2 (1.1)

GFR (MDRD) ml / min / 1.73 m2 73.3 (16.7) 70.4 (33.2) 74.1 (19.3)

Creatinine, µmol / l 96.8 (21.6)     110.7 (48.1) 96.6 (20.9)

GFR (MDRD) < 70 ml / min / 1.73 m2 33.3   56  42.8

EF < 50%,% 45.2 52.0 20.4*

Smoking, n(%) 15 (35.7) 20 (40) 11 (22.4)*

Diabetes mellitus, n(%) 14 (33.3) 18 (36) 16 (32.7)

Hypertension, n(%) 27 (64.3) 29 (58) 35 (71.4)

Lung disorders, n(%) 12 (28.6) 25 (50)* 2 (4.1)

Peripheral artery disease, n(%) 4 (9.5)* 14 (28) 14 (28.5)

Cardiogenic shock, n(%) 9 (21.4) 9 (18) 0

LV aneurysm, n(%) 11 (26.2) 14 (28) 7 ( 14.3)

AV blockade or BBB/atrial fibrillation , n(%) 9 (21.4) / 0 9 (18) / 4 (8) 2 ( 4.1) / 4 (8.2)

Previous MI, n(%) 11 (26.2) 6 (12) 22 (44.9)*

Previous GABG, n(%) 1 (2.4) 0 0

Previous PCI, n(%) 1 (2.4) 0 0

*- р<0.05, Continuous data are presented as Mean(SD), categorical variables as n(%)
AV-atrioventricular, BBB- bundle branch block, CABG-coronary bypass surgery, DPCI- delayed PCI, EF – ejection fraction, 
GFR-glomerular filtration rate, LV – left ventricle, MI –myocardial infraction, MT – medical treatment, PCI – percutaneous  
coronary intervention, PPCI- primary PCI, STEMI – ST-elevation myocardial infarction

It is worth noting that the number of patients with ST segment 
elevation in all groups was significantly higher compared with 
other forms of ACS. In the DPCI group, 34 (80.9%) patients 
had ST segment elevation and only 8 patients (19%) had 
depression. Among patients with ST-segment elevation, 
24 (70.5%) patients had ischemia in the LV anteroseptal 
area, which was significantly higher than in other groups of 
patients (р<0.05), in 6 patients (17.6%) that was in the inferior 
wall of the LV, in three patients (9%) anterolateral LV area was 
ischemic. LVEF in patients of DPCI and MT groups did not 

statistically differ when admitted to hospital (49.3 (12.7) and 
47.7 (13.1)mm, respectively) as well as the LV end-systolic 
dimension (ESD) (40.45(7.9) and 41.0(9.4) mm, respectively). 
The initial LVEF in the DPCI was significantly less than in 
PPCI (57.3 (9.8)) whereas the LVESD was significantly higher 
(р<0.05). LVESD in the PPCI group was 36.5 (6.1) mm. The mean 
values of the LV end-diastolic size (EDD) did not differ among 
the groups (55.1(5.6); 56 (6.7) and 53.3 (5.5) mm, respectively). 
Patient characteristics by the various risk assessment scales 
are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Patient characteristics by risk stratification systems

DPCI (N=42) MT (N=50) PPCI (N=49)

Euroscore в% 7.8 (5.1) 9.0 (6.2)* 1.4 (0.8)

GRACE в % 6.2 (3.2) 11.9 (5.6)* -

SYNTAX score 13.9 (6.0) - 12.5 (7.6)
BCIS-J Score before PCI 5.7 (2.7) - 5.8 (2.2)
*- р<0.05, Data are presented as  Mean (SD)
DPCI- delayed percutaneous  coronary intervention, MT – medical treatment, PPCI- primary percutaneous  coronary 
intervention

Table 4. Angiographic characteristics of IRA

IRA DPCI PPCI

(N=42) (N=49)

LAD, n(%) 30 (71.4) 34 (69.4)
Cx, n(%) 4 (9.5) 7 (14.3)
RCA, n(%) 8 (19) 8(16.3)
Blood flow by TIMI in IRA, n(%)
0 10 (23.8)* 3 (6.1)
1 7 (16.7) 7 (14.3)
2 23 (54.8) 27 (55.1)

3 2 (4.8) 12 (24.5)
The presence of collaterals to the IRA, n(%) 12 (28.6) 13 (26.5)
Type of Stenosis in IRA  by AHA,  n(%)
А 8 (19) 8 (16.3)
B 9 (21.4) 19 (38.8)
C 25 (59.5) 22 (44.9)
*- р<0.05, Data are presented as  n(%)
Cx- left circumflex artery, DPCI- delayed percutaneous  coronary intervention, IRA – infract-related artery, PPCI- primary 
percutaneous  coronary intervention, RCA – right coronary artery

In accordance with the basic angiographic characteristics 
(Table 4) of the infarct / symptom-related artery (IRA) the left 
anterior descending artery (LAD) was affected in 71.4% of 
cases, in 8 patients (19%) it was the right coronary artery (RCA), 
and in 4 patients (9.5%) the circumflex artery (Cx) in DPCI 
group (р<0.05).  The blood flow in IRA in most cases (54.8%) 
was at the TIMI 2 level (р<0.05). Blind occlusion was recorded 
in 10 (23.8%) patients, occlusion with recanalization elements 
in 7 (16.7%) patients. Blood flow TIMI 3 was observed in only 
2 patients. The presence of collaterals to IRA, which were 
found in 12 (28.6%) patients, was also important. According 
to the American Heart Association classification, the type C of 
stenosis prevailed in both groups in the IRA (p<0.05). 

In the PPCI group LAD was the most common lesion among 
34 symptom-related cases (69.4%). The incidence rate of 
symptoms due to Cx in this group was 7 (14.3%) patients and 
8 RCA  (16.3%) patients. The most frequent was TIMI 2 blood 
flow through IRA during the period of stabilization in the 
PPCI group overall in 27 (55.1%) patients. Along with this, the 

number of blind occlusions with the TIMI 0 bloodstream was 
only 3 (6.1%), which proves the effectiveness of the optimal 
MT performed in these patients. The presence of collaterals to 
the IRA channel was detected in 13 (26.5%) patients.

After admission to the hospital, patients began to receive 
medical treatment for ACS and stable form of CAD. Almost all 
patients received antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapy, and 
according to these criteria, the groups were equal (р>0.05). 
There was also no difference in the percentage ratio in beta-
blockers, nitrates, statins, angiotensin converting enzyme 
inhibitors / angiotensin receptor blockers (р>0.05). It is also 
important that inotropic drugs were used more often in the MT 
group (38.2%), which points to more unstable hemodynamic 
parameters (р<0.05). The use of Ca++ channel blockers and 
glycoprotein 2b / 3a inhibitor was also more frequent (р<0.05) 
in DPCI. It should be noted that the number of patients 
receiving TLT in the DPCI group was significantly less than in 
the MT group (4.8% and 40%, respectively) (р<0.05).
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Characteristics of revascularization

One-vessel disease patients prevailed in the PPCI group 
(51%), while the number of patients with a two-vessel disease 
prevailed in the DPCI (52.4%). The BCIS-JS indicator can also 
specify the completeness of revascularization after PCI, which 
was 0.77 (1.4) in the DPCI group and 0.69 (0.3) in the PPCI 
group (р>0.05). RI in DPCI was 0.90 (0.18) and 0.89 (0.2) in PPCI 
(р>0.05).

Characteristics of ECG changes

 The percentage of ST segment recovery in the DPCI was 
72.8% in patients with elevation, and 87% with ST segment 
depression. At the same time in comparison with the MT 
group, a significant difference was found according to this 
criterion (45.2% and 67.2%, respectively) (p<0.05). PPCI 
group patients at the time of hospitalization and PCI were in 
stable condition and did not have a tendency to obvious ST 
segment deviation. As exceptions there were patients with 
LV aneurysms (7 patients) and rhythm disorders (blockade of 
the His bundle branch). However, there were no significant 
differences in ST deviation in this group (p>0.05). In the TLT 
subgroup (MT group), the percentage of ST segment recovery 
to baseline was 50%, which was also significantly different 
from the DPCI patients (р<0.05).

Characteristic of echocardiography data

After the treatment (3-5 days), DPCI LV EF was 54.4 (11.6)%, 
which was significantly different from the MT group 51.18 
(10.2)% (р<0.05). There was also a significant difference before 
and after procedures in the DPCI group (49.3 (12.7) vs. 54.4 
(11.6)%, respectively) (р<0.05). Despite the fact that the mean 
value of LVEF after stenting was the highest in the PPCI group 
(57.2 (8.9)%); there were no significant changes in intragroup 
comparison (р>0.05). There was also no difference in dynamics 
of EDD (53.88 (4.6) and 53.0 (5.5) mm, respectively) and ESD 
(37.75 (6.0) and 37.08 (5.5) mm, respectively) in the MT and 
PPCI groups after the treatment. On the contrary, in DPCI 
group a pronounced dynamics was observed in decreasing 
ventricular cavity size after delayed PCI (EDD- 53.55 (6.7) mm, 
ESD - 37.93 (7.2) mm). The main role in increasing the ejection 
fraction (EF) in DPCI group was about the contraction of the 
left ventricle (LV) cavity during the end systolic phase.

Hospitalization outcomes characteristics

In DPCI group, 39 convalescents (92.9%) reached condition 
stabilization. They moved from acute heart failure class by 
Killip to CCS I-II class and NYHA I-II. In the MT group, 41 (82%) 
patients gained the same results (p>0.05). In the PPCI group 
all stented patients move to CCS I class. In contrast, no reliable 
dynamics was found as far as NYHA heart failure after the 
procedure in PPCI group 21 (42.8%), which was combined 
with the lack of LV EF dynamics. All-cause mortality rate 
during hospitalization in the DPCI was 3 patients (7.1%) and 
9 patients (18%) in the MT (p<0.05). In the PPCI group, there 
were no lethal cases.

Discussion

A very important factor in the effectiveness of revascularization 
in ACS is its timeliness. Numerous controlled studies showed 
the relationship of the total ischemia time, i.e. between the 
symptoms onset and reperfusion (thrombolysis, mechanical 
reperfusion or PCI) with a prediction of the revascularization 
success (1, 2). Reperfusion by primary PCI is to be administered 
to all patients with symptomatic duration <12 hours and 
persistent ST elevation or complete left bundle branch block 
(3-5). According to many authors, reperfusion by the method 
of primary PCI should be considered for patients and after 12-
48 hours from the symptoms onset (6 -9). 

In ACS without ST elevation, the time of angiography and 
revascularization is ambiguous. The choice of management 
is based on the patient risk profile. Very high-risk patients 
should undergo immediate angiography (within 2 hours). 
High-risk patients with at least one primary criterion (a regular 
increase or decrease in troponin, dynamic changes in ST and 
T, GRACE>140) should receive invasive care within 24 hours, 
which looks like an adequate time interval (10). 

Obviously, in patients with ACS the timeliness of interventions 
has great importance. However, it is not always possible 
to meet the deadlines in accordance with the established 
international criteria and standards due the socio-economic 
and logistical difficulties. 

The main result of this study is that PCI provides the best 
immediate results, even if they are performed late after  the ACS 
symptoms onset. Primary PCI despite the delaying procedure 
proved to be most effective in restoring LV function, even 
compared with patients who received early thrombolytic 
therapy. Moreover, hospital mortality was significantly lower 
in the DPCI group, compared with the MT group.

Conclusion

Delayed PCI in patients with ACS are safe and effective 
procedures. The use of delayed PCI in combination with 
optimal drug therapy is the most appropriate non-surgical 
method of myocardial revascularization in the studied cohort 
of patients. Delayed PCI results showed greater efficacy in 
the dynamics of the clinical and functional patient’s status 
compared to PCI performed after ACS stabilization. 
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Objective: In studies of the mechanisms of human adaptation to professional and educational activities, as well as in clinical 
practice, the method of mathematical analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) is widely used. Based on this, the aim of this paper 
is to determine the typology and characteristics of the vegetative regulation of the heart as a prenosological control of the 
functional state of the body of practically healthy foreign students.

Methods: In 2018, 389 male students from India and Pakistan, which are studying at the International higher school of medicine 
(ISM) aged 17-24, served as test subjects. For each student, the main HRV parameters were recorded in a sitting position for 5 
minutes by means of “PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIST” software and hardware company Medicom MTD  (Russia).

Results: In total, 52% of young men had type I (with a moderate predominance of central regulation), 5% - type II (with a 
pronounced predominance of central regulation), 36% - type III (with a moderate predominance of autonomous regulation), 
and 7% - type IV (with a pronounced predominance of autonomous regulation). Students with a predominance of central 
regulation (types I and II) compared with types III and IV (predominance of autonomous regulation) have an excess of sympathetic 
influences on the heart, as indicated by reliably low values of the SDNN, Mo, TP and high level of SI, which leads to various 
dysfunctional disorders, especially with severe centralization. In the group of persons with type III, a balance is maintained 
between the tone of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system, while type IV shows a significant prevalence of 
parasympathetic effects on the heart rhythm.

Conclusion: The results indicate a risk of developing disadaptation in the students' body during education process and the 
importance of systematic monitoring to detect early cardiac arrhythmias.

Key words: foreign students, heart rate variability, statistical and spectral characteristics, stress index, vegetative regulation

(Heart Vess Transplant 2019; 3: 199-202. doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148)

Abstract

Introduction

Modern educational process in higher school is notable 
for progressive intensification. Currently, in the study of the 
mechanisms of adaptation to professional and educational 
activities in fundamental physiology, the method of 
mathematical analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) is actively 
used. It is very important that using this method you can 
obtain information not only about the state of regulatory 
systems, but also determine the type of vegetative regulation. 
The works of recent years have proved that using the principle 

of a two-circuit model of heart rate control it is possible to 
distinguish individuals with different levels of vegetative 
regulation. These individual typological features of regulatory 
systems can “serve as an objective criterion in assessing the 
functional state throughout the entire period of study at a 
university” (1).

Therefore, the aim of this work was to determine the typology 
and characteristics of vegetative regulation of the heart as a 
prenosological control of the functional state of the students' 
body.
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Methods

The study was conducted in 2017, at the International higher 
school of medicine (ISM) in Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic, among 
the male students from India and Pakistan. A total of 389 
persons aged 17-24 were examined. The study was approved 
by the ethics committee at the International higher school 
of medicine (ISM) (Protocol No. 4 of November 9, 2016) 
and corresponds to the principles outlined in the Helsinki 
declaration. Prior to the study, informed consent was obtained 
from all participants for the examination.

Electrocardiogram (ECG) recording and calculation of 
heart rate variability (HRV) were carried out by means of 
“PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIST” software and hardware company 
Medicom MTD (Russia) in siting position for 5 minutes. For 
recording of HRV, recommendation of the Task Force on HRV 
was followed (2).

The statistical characteristics of a dynamic line of cardio 
intervals include heart rate (HR), standard deviation of all 
RR intervals (SDNN), variation range (MxDMn), which are 
determined primarily by the influence of the parasympathetic 
part of the autonomous nervous system and is a reflection of 
sinus arrhythmia associated with breathing (3).

Mathematical analysis of heart rate according to R.M. Baevsky 
(4) was carried out to analyze the performance of Mode (Mo) 
and Mode amplitude (AMo), which reflect the measure of the 
mobilizing impact of sympathetic division. Besides, the stress 
index (SI) was used in the analysis, which reflects the degree of 
centralization of heart rhythm management. 

To better quantify the periodic processes in heart rate a 
spectral analysis was involved, which allows evaluating the 
interaction of cardiac rhythm management levels. Spectral 
analysis consisted in measuring power of VLF-, LF-, HF-waves 
in the spectrum of heart rate variability, which was performed 
in percentage of the total power of the spectrum (TP), which 
shows the relative contribution of each component in the total 
power of heart rate fluctuations.

The surveyed contingent was divided into adaptive groups, 
with the classification of states according to the degree of 
regulatory stress index by Bayevsky and VLF waves. The 
contingent under analysis was divided into four types of 
vegetative regulation according to N.I. Shlyk (5): the type I with 
a moderate predominance of the central type of regulation 
(SI>100 c.u. and VLF>240 ms2), the type II with a pronounced 
predominance of the central type of regulation (SI>100 c.u. 
and VLF<240 ms2), the type III with a moderate predominance 
of self-contained regulation (SI =30-100 c.u. and VLF>240 
ms2), and the type IV with a pronounced predominance of 
self-contained regulation (SI<30 c.u. and VLF>240 ms2).

Statistical analysis

The results of the study were subjected to statistical processing 
using the SPSS 16 version of the comparison of variables with 
the normal distribution. 

One-way ANOVA analysis with the Posthoc-test Scheffe was 
used. Data are presented as mean (SD). Variables with a non-
normal distribution were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis 
test. In this case, the data are presented as the median (Me), 
the first (Q1) and the third (Q3) quartiles (Me (Q1 - Q3)). The 
level of significance of differences at p≤0.001 was accepted 
as significant.

Results and discussion

Male students of type I (with a moderate predominance 
of central regulation) and type II (with a pronounced 
predominance of central regulation) amounted to 52% and 
5% respectively of the total quantity of the examined. The 
analysis of statistical characteristics of HRV revealed that 
students with a predominance of central regulation (type I 
and type II) demonstrated significantly (p≤0.001) low values 
of SDNN (38ms and 20ms respectively), Mo (675ms and 
575ms), MxDMn (191ms and 95ms), as compared to type III 
and IV, which evidences tension of adaptive and regulatory 
mechanisms (Table 1). 

Table 1. Statistical HRV values of students with a different type of vegetative   regulation

HRV Values Type I Type II Type III Type IV

HR, b/min 88 (80-96) 106 (94-112) 76 (72-84) 72 (64-76)

SDNN, ms 38 (31-44) 20 (17-25) 62 (54-72) 101 (77-108)

Мо, ms 675 (575-725) 575 (525-625) 775 (675-825) 832 (775-925)

АMo, % 47 (41-54) 65 (54-78) 30 (26-34) 19 (16-22)

МхDMn, ms 191 (154-223) 95 (82-131) 306 (271-357) 505 (402-624)

SI, c.u. 177 (134-266) 580 (386-805) 61 (47-80) 24 (19-29)

Data are presented as median  (Q1 - Q3)
AMo - mode amplitude, HR- heart rate, HRV - heart rate variability,  Mo-mode, MxDMn – variation range, SDNN- standard 
deviation of all RR intervals, SI - stress index
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High values of АМо (47% and 65%) reflect influence of 
the sympathetic link of regulation of vegetative nervous 
system, and adverse condition of the cardiovascular system. 
The stress index (SI), which reflects the degree of tension of 
regulatory systems, is also “an important informative indicator 
of adaptive and regulatory condition of the body” (4). In 
the group of students with a pronounced predominance of 

central regulation (type II), stress index (SI) had highest values 
(580 c.u.), which is indicative of overstrain or unsatisfactory 
adaptation condition. 

The spectral parameters demonstrated low total spectrum 
power (TP) and its wave structure; these changes are especially 
noticeable in the group with type II regulation (Table 2).

Table 2. Spectral HRV values of students with a different type of vegetative regulation

HRV Values Type I Type II Type III Type IV

TP, ms2 2315
(1462-3121)

599
(432-897)

6688
(4980-9054)

17293
(11001-20360)

VLF, ms2 741
(476-1140)

177
(152-208)

2537
(1728-3426)

5369
(3279-6874)

LF, ms2 861
(510-1236)

259
(183-408)

2006
(1371-3045)

3910
(2739-5983)

HF, ms2 497
(311-788)

130
(84-296)

1700
(1104-2618)

6153
(2949-8245)

VLF,% 37.4 (13.2) 27.9 (10.7) 39.0 (14.8) 35.9 (15.5)

LF, % 38.7 (12.1) 46.0 (11.6) 32.6 (11.4) 27.2 (8.5)

HF, % 23.9 (10.9) 25.9 (11.1) 28.4 (12.2) 39.9 (13.8)

Data are presented as median  (Q1 - Q3) and mean (SD)
HF- high frequency power, HRV - heart rate variability,  LF – low frequency power, TP – total power, VLF – very low frequency 
power

In particular, the TP indicator, which reflects the total effect 
on the heart rhythm of all levels of regulation, decreased 
to 599 ms2 in the group of students with type II, which 
indirectly indicates a decrease in the adaptive capacity of the 
cardiovascular system and low stress resistance of the body. 
A decrease in TP, as mentioned above, entails changes in the 
structure of the HRV spectrum: HF values are 130 ms2, LF-259 
ms2, VLF-177 ms2. In addition, they are significantly (p≤0.001) 
lower as compared to type III and IV. The rate spectrum of 
this group demonstrated predominance of low frequency 
(LF% - 46) and very low frequency waves (VLF% - 27.9) 
with insignificant contribution to the rate spectrum of high 
frequency waves (HF% - 25.9).

The above data, together with high values of stress index (SI 
– 580 c.u.), evidence the condition of increased functional 
tension of the adaptation mechanisms. It also creates the 
danger of the adaptation breakdown and disruption of the 
intersystem and intrasystem functional links in the body and, 
as a result, occurrence of pathological processes. In some cases, 
for example, “excessive intellectual and psychoemotional 
stresses can lead to the development of myocardial electrical 
instability” (6).

The third group of male students (type III), with a moderate 
predominance of autonomous regulation (36% of the total 
quantity of examined) as compared to first group with a 
moderate predominance of central regulation (type I) had 

normal values of SDNN, Mo and MxDMn. The stress index 
within the third group of students had significantly (p≤0.001) 
lower values (61 c.u.) than the first group. Students of this group 
demonstrated high level of the total spectrum power (TP – 
6688 ms2, p≤0.001), which indicates a fairly high functional 
capabilities of the body and is a sign of sustainable adaptation 
to the effects of educational and psycho-emotional stress. In 
accordance with these shifts, the power of the high- and low-
frequency components of the HRV spectrum (HF-1700 ms2, 
LF-2006 ms2, VLF-2537 ms2) increases, while the moderate 
prevalence of respiratory waves (HF-28%) in the spectrum 
structure is consistent with “the ideas on the adaptive-trophic 
protective effect of the n. vagus on the heart” (6).

The fourth   group of male students with a pronounced 
predominance of autonomous regulation (type IV) amounted 
to 7% of the total quantity of examined and demonstrated 
highest statistical values of HRV (SDNN-101ms; Mo-832 ms; 
MxDMn-505 ms; TP-17293 ms2; HF-6153 ms2). Increase of such 
values registered in this group gives evidence of significant 
predominance of the parasympathetic regulation link over the 
sympathetic link. Thus, predominance of the parasympathetic 
tone of the vegetative nervous system and high activity of 
autonomous control structures at rest evidence that the 
regulation systems of foreign students of this group are 
in “optimal condition and reflect high energy and reserve 
capabilities of bodies” (7).
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Conclusion

The study findings indicate a balance between the tone of 
the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system in 
the students with moderate predominance of autonomous 
regulation (type III) and a significant prevalence of 
parasympathetic effects on heart rhythm in individuals with 
a pronounced predominance of autonomous regulation (type 
IV), which can be seen as the best condition of the adaptive 
and regulatory systems.

In students with a predominance of central regulation (types 
II and I) there was an excess of sympathetic influences on 
the heart, which may be the cause of the development of 
various dysfunctional disorders, especially with pronounced 
centralization. Therefore, there is an urgent need for 
monitoring of the functional state of students in order to 
identify early cardiac arrhythmias.
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The controlled clinical examination showed that the decay of erythrocytes and leucocytes under blood reinfusion in 
experimental control (EC) after intraoperative blood reinfusion (IO RIC) is 35% in slow blood reinfusion, and 48% in fast blood 
reinfusion. Osmotic resistance is decreased by three times. In fast technical exfusion the blood-hemolysis is more than 28%, 
what needs to be taken into account in carrying out technical IO RIC. According to CCI results, the faster the technical exfusion 
is done, the more significant is decrease of protein and bilirubin; besides, in both EC and clinical control. There is a higher 
concentration of K+, residual nitrogen and urea in blood collected during fast technical exfusion. According to CCI results, the 
number of thrombocytes is reliably decreased, especially due to the fast blood exfusion. The process of aggregation in these 
conditions is reliably slowing down; besides, in the fast blood exfusion mode it slows down twice in contrast to the controlled 
one. The period of plasma recalcification is decreased to 40% due to the high-speed mode of blood exfusion in comparison to 
the controlled indexes, which is 3 times higher than in the application of the slow blood aspiration. 

Key words: controlled clinical examinations, technical intraoperative reinfusion of blood, pleural cavity

(Heart Vess Transplant 2019; 3: 203-7. doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148)

Abstract

Introduction

According to some authors, decrease in fibrinogen 
concentration and number of blood plates is presumably  
tied up partially to their phagocytosis during the process of 
coagulation in cavity, and also in part to the destruction in the 
aspiration system (1-7). Meanwhile, increase of thromboplastic 
activity is seemingly the consequence of presence of tissue 
factors in blood resulted from tissues damaged during 
intervention. On the other hand, this can be the outcome of 
hemolysis (1, 8). 

There is an extensive experience of use of technical IO RIC in 
domestic surgery practice. E.N. Kobzeva (2002) developed the 
differential tactics of intraoperative fractionation of abdominal 
and wound autologous blood (6). E.N. Kobzeva notes, that 
erythrocytes (Er.) used for intraoperative blood reinfusion (IO 
RIC) and extracted with the use of technical processing, have 

normal structural-functional properties, what makes them 
suitable for general functioning after IO RIC (6). 

Research objectives: Comparative characteristic of the results 
of the examinations listed below, done in focus of controlled 
clinical examinations (CCE):

1. Experimental control (EC) is an examination of blood 
collected from pleural and abdominal cavities before and 
after technical intraoperative blood reinfusion (IO RIC) in 
conditions of modeling abdominal and chest wounds in 
animals with formation of hemothorax and hemoperitoneum;

2. Clinical control (CC) – examination of blood, taken from 
abdominal and chest cavities before and after technical 
IO RIC from patients with traumas of chest and abdomen 
with corresponding formation of hemothorax and 
hemoperitoneum. 
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Methods

We have conducted series of examinations in 44 patients 
with abdominal blood losses, which makes 34.3% of the 
whole number of examined patients (n-128), in whom we 
used technical IO RIC. Some specimens have been examined 
during surgeries within first 2 hours as well. Distribution into 

clinical groups is presented in the Table 1. 

The Table 1 shows, the fast blood collection is represented by 
samples  from 18 (40.9%) patients (group A), and that done in 
the slow mode(Group B) by those from  26 (59.1%) patients. 
Besides, 18 patients were presenting the clinical group 
through the assessment of physical-chemical pleural blood 
condition, whereas 26 patients as regards the abdomen. 

Table 1. Clinical groups by assessment of physical-chemical condition of blood collected from abdominal and pleural 
areas (A, B), also by assessment of effectiveness (C, D) IO RIC, in conditions of fast and slow blood collection modes for 
IO RIC (n-44)

Groups CC N (%)

A Assessment of physical and chemical blood conditions, aspirated from pleural and 
abdominal cavities in slow mode.

18  (40.9)

B Assessment of physical and chemical blood conditions, aspirated from pleural and 
abdominal cavities in fast mode.

26 (59.1)

Assessment of IO  RIC effectiveness

C Assessment of IO RIC effectiveness under slow blood exfusion from cavity 26 (59.1)
D Assessment of IO RIC effectiveness under fast blood exfusion from cavity 18 (40.9)

Table 2. CC and EC parallels in hematological indexes subject to various speeds of blood aspiration for IO RIC

Control Indexes Initial 1st Group 2nd Group

CC

Er. 3.3(0.8) 2.8(0.2)* 2.3(0.3)*,**

CP 0.7(0.02) 0.5(0.02) 0.5(0.04)*
Hb 66.2(5.5) 54.4(2.8)* 51.0(2.2)*,**

Ht 32.2(2.2) 31.5(2.2)* 29.5(2.1)*,**
Leuc. 4.8(0.2) 4.2(0.1)* 4.2(0.2)*

EC

Er. 3.5(0.3) 2.8(0.1)* 2.2(0.2)*,**

CP 0.8(0.01) 0.6(0.01) 0.5(0.02)*

Hb 98.6(7.4) 80.1(3.6)* 56.3(5.5)*,**

Ht 30.2(3.1) 20.2(2.0)* 14.8(2.2)*,**

Leuc. 6.6(0.4) 3.4(0.2)* 2.5(0.1)*,**

Note: * - p<0.05 is significant  in contrast to the initial level;
** - p<0.05 is significant in contrast to the 1st  group.
CC- clinical control, EC- experimental control, Er. – erythrocyte, HB-hemoglobin, Ht – hematocrit, IO RIC – 
intraoperative blood reinfusion,  Leuc. - leucocyte

Effectiveness assessment of IO RIC is done to all 44 patients. 
Their blood is taken in different modes. In the fast mode (group 
C) the assessment is made in 18 (40.9%) patients, whereas in 
the slow mode (group D) – in 26 (59.1%) patients. 

We have developed a simplest technique of technical IO RIC. 
The device consists of programmed time relay, connected to 
micro-vibro-compressor and suction-device. The compressor 
has adjustment knobs for regulation of vacuum-level. The 
compressor on its part is connected to a hermetic, sterile tube 
blood-collector with scale. 

The device has the following modus of work: a free end of a 
trunk line is connected to a tip, with use of which a surgeon 
during surgery obtains the blood drawn out of abdominal 
or pleural cavity. The modification contains of silicon 1000ml 
tube with a scale connected to the vacuum-suction device. 

The withdrawn blood is poured into a scaled reservoir with 
blood-stabilizer. We recommend using the traditional tube 
CIPK with COLIPK-7b for extensive practice. During the use 
of modern disposable systems for intravenous infusions, 
the blood is filtered well enough and by gravity comes into 
patient’s vein. 
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Results and discussion

Table 2 shows the dynamics of blood morphology, which is 
reproduced from the chest area under slow (1st group) and 
fast (2nd group) modes. 

As it is shown in the Table 2, in both EC and CC, number 
of Er. in the 2nd group is more significantly decreased in 
comparison to the 1st group (p<0.05). In CC and EC, the same 
dynamic is observed in relation to CP, hemoglobin (Hb), and 
hematocrit (Ht). Values of all hemogram indexes in the 2nd 
group are decreased in contrast to the same of the 1st group.  
For instance, in EC the Ht index in the 4th group is 2 times 
lower, than in initial value (p<0.05). On the other hand, in CC, 
reduction gradient of this index is lower, but the tendency is 
maintained, as in EC. i.e. it is more salient in the 2nd group 

than in the 1st one. 

Thus, reduction-level of form-elements of blood (Er., 
leucocytes), in both – EC and CC, is more salient in the 2nd 
group (48% for EC), (32% for CC). 

According to EC leucocytes’ number is decreased in the 1st 
group almost twice, and in the 2nd group almost  three times 
as less (p<0.05 and p<0.05). According to CC, the reduction in 
leucocytes is in the 1st and the 2nd groups are by 0.8 times 
respectively. 

Table 3 shows physical and blood colloid characteristics, 
collected from chest cavity in relation to speed of its technical 
exfusion (slow and fast modes). 

Table 3. CC and EC parallels of physical and blood colloid indexes due to different speeds of blood aspiration for IO RIC

Control Indexes Initial 1st Group 2nd Group

CC
Osmotic Resistance Er., % 0.8(0.01) 0.7(0.01)* 0.3(0.02)*

Hemolysis, % to com. Hb 3.1(0.4) 8.2(0.02)* 10.8(0.3)*,**
Free Hb of plasma, mg% 1.0(0.01) 6.6(0.6)* 10.4(1.0)*,**

EC

Osmotic Resistance Er., % 0.8(0.003) 0.6(0.02)* 0.4(0.02)*
Hemolysis, % to com. Hb 6.3(0.3) 8.8(0.07)* 12.3(1.2)*,**

Free Hb of plasma, mg% 3.3(0.03) 7.7(1.1)* 31.2(2.5)*,**

Note: * - p<0.05 significant  in contrast to the initial level; ** - p<0.05 significant  in contrast to the 1st  
group.
CC- clinical control, EC- experimental control, Er. – erythrocyte, Hb-hemoglobin IO RIC – intraoperative 
blood reinfusion

Table 4. Parallels of CC and EC protein indexes in various speeds of blood aspiration for IO RIC

Control Indexes Initial 1st Group 2nd Group

CC

Protein 54.2(6.6) 50.2(2.2)* 43.2(2.0)*,**

Albumin 30.2(6.2) 42.5(2.3)* 32.8(6.6)

Globulin 42.5(2.2) 58.8(2.5)* 55.3(3.8)*

Albumin/Globulin ratio 1.0(0.05) 0.7(0.01)* 0.6(0.05)*,**

As it is shown in the Table 3, osmotic resistance of Er. in EC 
during technical exfusion is decreased: in the group 1 – by 1.5 
times, in group 2 – by 2 times (p<0.05 and p<0.05). Specific 
weight of free Hb of plasma is reliably and sharply increased 
in both groups (p<0.05). Meanwhile, in comparative aspect, 
increase of free Hb in CC has lower salience, than in EC.

According to EC there is a 2 times increase of Hb in the 1st 
group, and almost 10 times increase in the 2nd group, 
containing 31.2(2.5) mg% (p<0.05). According to CC free Hb-
level in the 1st group is 6.6(0.6) mg%, and in the 2nd group 
– 10.4(1.0) mg%. Thus, the gradient of concentration-increase
of free Hb subject to the fast mode is more salient, in contrast 

to the slow one. Moreover, in CC this process is less salient, 
than in EC. 

Therefore, blood-hemolysis in the slow mode of exfusion 
(1st group) is 8.8(0.07)%, and in the 2nd group – 12.3 (1.2)% 
(p<0.05 and p<0.05). In CC, respectively, 8.2 (0.02) and 
10.8(0.3)% (p<0.05 and p<0.05). 

Thus, the specific weight of formal blood elements’ (Er., 
leucocytes) destruction in view of  to the fast technical 
exfusion mode reaches 48% in EC and 35% in CC. 

Table 4 shows the dynamics in values of protein and blood 
fractions, collected from pleural cavity for IO RIC during the 
slow (1st group) and fast (2nd group) modes. 
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Table 5. Parallels of CC and EC biochemical indexes as for various speeds of blood aspiration for IO RIC

Control Indexes Initial 1st Group 2nd Group

CC

Bilirubin 15.3(2.4) 18.8(1.2)* 21.5(2.2)*,**

Residual urea nitrogen 19.3(1.01) 28.2(1.5)* 33.4(2.1)*,**

Urea 4.8(0.4) 25.8(2.6)* 36.2(2.0)*,**

Na++ 140.2(5.5) 142(2.2) 145(3.1)

K+ 4.1(0.2) 5.0(0.1)* 5.0(0.3)*

EC

Bilirubin, mmol/l 5.2(0.3) 5.6(0.4) 5.2(0.1)

Residual urea nitrogen 31.4(9.2) 33.6(2.3)* 56.2(6.2)*,**

Urea 8.2(0.9) 23.6(251)* 66.7(7.7)*,**

Na++ 144.4(3.8) 136(8.8) 144(5.9)

K+ 5.1(0.3) 5.3(0.1* 5.9(0.3)*,**

Note: * - p<0.05 significant in contrast to the initial level; ** - p<0.05 significant in contrast to the 1st  
group.
CC- clinical control, EC- experimental control, IO RIC – intraoperative blood reinfusion  

As it is shown in the Table 4, in EC decrease of the total protein 
concentration, as well as its albumin fraction is more salient in 
the group 2 (p<0.05 and p<0.05). CC traces the same (p<0.05 
and p<0.05). This dynamic is common for concentration 
of albumin too, in both EC and CC. Besides, the gradient of 
reduction of this protein fraction in plasma is more salient in 
the group 2, i.e. in the fast mode of blood aspiration (p<0.05 
and p<0.05). 

The only difference in comparing EC to CC data that the 
globulin fraction in the group 2 has tendency to increase, 
while in CC there is a decrease in contrast to the group 1. Thus, 
the more intensive mode of exfusion leads to more salient 
reduction of protein and its fractions. 

Table 5 shows the dynamics of some biochemical blood 
indexes, when blood is collected from pleural cavity under the 
slow (1st group) and the fast (2nd group) modes of exfusion. 

EC

Protein 59.2(4.1) 53.4(3.3)* 41.6(5.1)*,**

Albumin 41.4(3.9) 40.0(5.1)* 33.5(2.8)

Globulin 59.2(8.1) 59.4(4.4)* 65.9(3.6)*,**

Albumin/Globulin ratio 0.7(0.01) 0.6(0.01)* 0.5(0.05)*,**

Note: * - p<0.05 significant  in contrast to the initial level; ** - p<0.05 significant  in contrast to the 1st  
group.
CC- clinical control, EC- experimental control, IO RIC – intraoperative blood reinfusion  

As it is shown in the Table 5, there is almost the same bilirubin 
concentration in compared groups, while residual nitrogen 
and blood-urea are grown by several times in contrast to 
initial indexes (p<0.05 and p<0.05). Besides, the tendency in 
the 2nd group is more obvious, than in the 1st one. 

There is the tendency of increase in bilirubin concentration 
in CC. Particularly, 18.8(1.2) mmol/l (1st group) and 21.5(2.2) 
mmol/l (2nd group) (p<0.05 and p<0.05). This dynamic is 
typical for residual N, and urea. By the way, the tendency for 
hyperkaliemia is more perceptible for EC. 

K+ concentration in EC of the group 1 is 5.3(0.1) mmol/l, and 
5.9(0.3) mmol/l for the group 2 (p<0.05 and p<0.05). Contra 
wise, in CC there is the tendency for natriemia (p<0.05 and 
p<0.05). 

Thus, there is a higher concentration of K+, urea, and residual 
N in blood collected during the fast technical exfusion, what 
needs to be considered at technical IO RIC. 

On the basis of the extensive blood-hemostasiogram, collected 
from pleural cavity in dependence to technical exfusion speed 
(slow and fast modes of aspiration) in EC, we have found that 
thrombocytes’ number is reliably decreased in both groups 
(p<0.05 and p<0.05). Besides, in the group 2 this process is 
more salient, than in the 1st one. Such dynamics and rule 
are common in aggregation and adhesion of thrombocytes 
(p<0.05 and p<0.05). 

Thus, during the fast blood collection the process of 
coagulation is accelerated. It is supported by the fact that there 
is a fast pace of time shortening for Lee-White’s coagulation in 
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EC, in both silicon and non-silicon tubes. One essential note: 
In the 2nd group, this fact is more salient. 

In the 2nd group recalcification of plasma is decreased by 
almost 2 times in contrast to the initial level (p<0.05), and 
kaolin & kaolin-kefalin plasma-period is >2 times (p<0.05 and 
p<0.05), relatively consisting of 30.1(1.9) sec (in contrast to the 
initial meaning – 64.4(3.8) sec) and 25.5(1.0) sec (in contrast to 
the initial meaning – 62.4(8.8) sec). 

There is synchronic (simultaneous) shortening of thrombin 
and prothrombin time in both groups (p<0.05 and p<0.05). 
Moreover, there is the same regularity, which took place in 
relation to blood-coagulation time. I.e. the dynamic of time 
shortening in the group 2 is more noticeable, than in the 
group 2. Besides, prothrombin time is shortening faster than 
thrombin time. 

Due to this, substance of fibrinogen increases in both groups. 
Particularly, in group 1 – to 2.4(0.3) g/l and in group 2 – to 
3.1(0.2) g/l in contrast to the controlled value  – 1.9(0.2) g/l 
(p<0.05 and p<0.05). It is found that duration of euglobulin 
fibrinogen is increased (p<0.05). Meanwhile, during all the 
periods ACT-reactions (6,8 and 10 min) are, in contrary, 
shortening time wise, especially this process is salient in 
group 2 (p<0.05).

On the basis of the extensive blood-hemostasiogram, taken 
of pleural cavity in dependence to technical exfusion speed 
(slow and fast modes of aspiration) in CC, we have found that 
thrombocytes’ number is synchronically decreased in both 
groups, as well as their adhesion and aggregation (p<0.05 
and p<0.05). In both groups there is observed shortening of 
thrombin and prothrombin times. Typically, this synchrony 
and regularity are same in relation to blood-coagulation. Such 
synchrony is observed in both EC and CC. 

Thus, it is obvious in CC and EC, that the dynamic of time 
shortening in the group 2 is more intensive, than in the 1st 
one. At the same time as far as both materials, (experimental 
and clinical) prothrombin time is shortening faster than 
thrombin time. 

As for the fibrinogen concentration, it is definitely increased in 
the compared groups by data of both – EC and CC. In detail, 
fibrinogen is increased up to 2.4(0.3)g/l in EC of the 1st group, 
and to 3.1(0.2) g/l in the EC of the 2nd group, in contrast to the 
controlled meaning – 1.9(0.2) g/l (p<0.05 and p<0.05). 

In CC indexes have, relatively, 2.6(0.2) g/l and 3.3(0.6) g/l 
(p<0.05 and p<0.05). Duration of euglobulin fibrinogen is 
increased synchronically with that process (p<0.05) in both 
examination materials. It is found that the periods of ACT-
reactions (6,8 and 10 min) are shortening, especially in group 
2, in average, by 2 times (p<0.05). 
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Objective: Aortic diseases remain an acute and debatable problem. Among all the aortic pathologies, the most dangerous are 
dynamic aneurysmal expansion, traumatic dissections and / or aneurysms, pure aortic intima dissections. Contemporary and 
less invasive treatment method is the stent graft implantation into aorta. 

This report describes the first experience of thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) and endovascular aneurysm repair 
(EVAR) in the Kyrgyz Republic in consecutive patients with life-threatening aortic conditions.

Methods: Nine patients, who underwent TEVAR and EVAR, were presented after all clinical examinations, echocardiography and 
computed tomography angiography with various life-threatening aortic diseases. Among the pathologies there were 2 (22.2%) 
dissections only, traumatic aneurysm 1 (11.1%), aneurysm without dissection 1 (11.1%), aneurysm with intimal dissection 5 
(55.6%). Seven patients with dissection had type B (The Stanford classification).

Results: TEVAR was performed in eight cases EVAR just in one. All patients reached the 6-month endpoint.  None of the following, 
such as aneurysm expansion, aneurysm thrombosis or a functioning of false lumen at the sites of the stent graft implantation 
has been recorded. In addition, no further progression of the false lumen below the implantation zones was visualized. Mean 
diameter of stent grafts was 31.4(4.8) mm and 188.9(34.6) mm in length.

Conclusion: This modest observation showed the effectiveness of stent grafts implantation procedures in various aortic life-
threatening conditions, such as aneurysm and / or aortic intima dissection. 

Key words: thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR), endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), life-threatening aortic conditions, 
aortic aneurysm, aortic dissection, stent graft 

(Heart Vess Transplant 2019; 3: 208-13. doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148)

Abstract

Introduction 

Aortic diseases remain an acute and debatable problem. 
Among all the aortic pathologies, the most dangerous are 
dynamic aneurysmal expansion, traumatic dissections and/or 
aneurysms, pure aortic intima dissections. 

Aortic aneurysms (AAs) are more common in men than in 
women. Abdominal AA prevalence rates are estimated at 
1.3–8.9% in men and 1.0–2.2% in women and are more often 
located in the infrarenal segment. However, thoracic aortic 
aneurysms (TAAs) have an estimated incidence of at least 

5-10 per 100.000 person-years. According to location, TAAs 
are classified into aortic root or ascending aortic aneurysms, 
which are most common (≈60%), followed by aneurysms 
of the descending aorta (≈35%) and aortic arch (<10%). 
Aneurysm over time may undergo dissection or rupture 

Acute aortic syndrome (AAS) is the modern term that 
includes aortic dissection, intramural hematoma (IMH), 
and symptomatic aortic ulcer. In the classic sense, acute 
aortic dissection requires a tear in the aortic intima that is 
commonly preceded by medial wall degeneration or cystic 
media necrosis. Blood passes through the tear separating the 
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intima from the media or adventitia, creating a false lumen. 
Propagation of the dissection can proceed in anterograde or 
retrograde fashion from the initial tear involving side branches 
and causing complications such as malperfusion syndromes, 
tamponade, or aortic valve insufficiency. By convention, acute 
disease is distinguished from chronic disease at an arbitrary 
time point of two weeks from initial clinical presentation 
(hyperacute: <24 hours, acute: 1 to 14 days, subacute: >14 to 
90 days, chronic: >90 days) and is typically manifested with 
symptoms (3-9).  

Patients with AA and dissections undergo open aortic 
procedures, which often lead to complications and death. 
Contemporary and less invasive treatment method is the 
stent graft implantation into aorta.  However, this requires 
certain skills. This report is focused on the first stents grafts 
implantation experience, in the nine consecutive patients, in 
Kyrgyzstan.

Methods

Patients were presented after all clinical examinations, 
echocardiography and computed tomography (CT) 
angiography with various life-threatening aortic diseases. 
Among the pathologies there were 2 (22.2%) dissections only, 
traumatic aneurysm 1 (11.1%), aneurysm without dissection 
1 (11.1%), aneurysm with intimal dissection 5 (55.6%). Mean 
diameter of aneurysms was 6.8 (2.1) cm. Seven patients 
with dissection had type B (The Stanford classification). 
Five (55.6%) patients were females. One patient had Marfan 
syndrome and underwent the David procedure due to type 
A dissection. After that, type B dissection was detected (The 
Stanford classification). We reported about it earlier (10). 
Another patient previously had coronary artery stenting for 
a two-vessel lesion. We further noted this. The main basic 
characteristics are presented in Table 1. Also in one of the cases, 
according to CT angiography, there was the filling of the right 
renal artery from the aortic false lumen (case presentation).

Technique of procedures

After clinical preparation and received consent, patients were 
transferred to catheterization laboratory. General anesthesia 
and intubation were applied. After clinical manifestations of 
coronary heart disease and presence of the indirect indications 
(age, hypercholesterolemia) established, the angiography of 
the coronary arteries was performed (radial approach). Then, 
the bifurcation of the common femoral artery was separated (at 
the right side in TEVAR, on both sides in EVAR). The artery was 
approximated by tourniquets. Puncture and the introducer 
insertion were performed above the bifurcation site. A pigtail 
catheter was inserted with the guidewire to the aortic root. 
Then superstiff or extrastiff guidewire was installed. For 
angiography, a second catheter was placed simultaneously 
through the radial approach above the proximal tear or the 
neck of the aneurysm. We performed short images for better 
positioning of the stent graft. 

Table 1. Baseline characteristics

Characteristics Number (n=9) %

Mean age 71.2 (5.8) years

Female 5 55.6

Chest pain at presentation 7 77.8

Diabetes mellitus 1 11.1

Hypertension 8 88.9

Smoking 4 44.4

Hypercholesterolemia 6 66.7

Congestive heart disease 
presentation

7 77.8

Glomerular filtration rate 
(MDRD)

73.8 (21.4)  ml/min/173 m2

Hemoglobin 138.7 (28.9) g/l 

After successful placement, the delivery system was removed.  
A post-dilatation was done to the aortic balloon in the presence 
of incomplete placement or endoleaks. The puncture site and 
the wound were sutured and control was carried out regularly.

Endpoints 

Full and correct placement of stent graft during implantation; 
postoperative absence of endoleaks; all-cause mortality, 
neurological, organs and extremities deficits, further 
dissection, expansion and absence of aneurysm thrombosis 
were included in the 6-month follow-up. The patients were 
also followed-up with echocardiography, ultrasound with 
Doppler and CT angiography.

Statistical analysis: We used descriptive statistics to present 
data.

Results 

Thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) was done in 
eight cases with one endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) 
performed. According to the angiography, two patients 
had significant lesions of the coronary arteries. Among 
patients who underwent TEVAR, 3 (33%) had a concomitant 
thrombosed infrarenal aneurysm. 

As a result of the analysis, we obtained satisfactory outcomes. 
All patients reached the 6-month endpoint. We have not 
recorded any aneurysm expansion, lack of aneurysm 
thrombosis or a functioning false lumen at the sites of the stent 
graft implantation. In addition, no further progression of the 
false lumen below the implantation zones was visualized. Mean 
diameter of stent grafts was 31.4 (4.8) mm and is 188.9 (34.6) 
mm in length. Valiant Thoracic Stent Graft with the Captivia 
Delivery System/ Endurant II Stent Graft System (Medtronic, 
Ireland) and Seal Thoracic Stent Graft (S&G Biotech, South 
Korea) were used. All patients underwent full deployment of 
the stents graft. One patient underwent additional balloon 
adjustment due to the presence of endoleak III.
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Two patients (22.2%) had the procedure with left subclavian 
arteries overlapping. One patient had a filling of the right 
renal artery from the false lumen before the procedure. There 
was no 6-month examination based evidence of neurological, 
organs and extremities deficits. 

Case report

Patient U., 53 years old male was admitted with suspicion 
of acute coronary syndrome. After the necessary studies, 
coronary angiography, CT angiography revealed acute aortic 
syndrome (thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection to the 
right common iliac artery: entrance tear at the left subclavian 

artery (LSA) orifice, secondary tears near renal and superior 
mesenteric arteries, and the right renal artery was filled 
from the false lumen. EF–33%; Hb–144g/l; serum creatinine-
119mcm/l. The patient had longstanding hypertension 
(max. 300 mm Hg) and congestive heart failure. The patient 
was receiving therapy for controlled hypotension. After 
preparation, stent graft was implanted Valiant Thoracic Stent 
Graft with the Captivia Delivery System (Medtronic, Ireland) 
with overlapping of  LSA. After 6 month, CT angiography was 
showing thrombosed false lumen (Fig. 1) in stent graft zone 
and functioning distal fenestra. Doppler showed satisfactory 
blood flow velocity on LSA and right renal artery.
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Figure 1. А, B - thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection (arrow); C – common aortic 3D view; D – originate of renal 
arteries; E – implanted stent graft (arrow is pointing to thrombosed false lumen; F – implanted stent graft in section; 
G – lower tear (mesenteric zone); H - origination of renal arteries (right from false).

Discussion

Despite the lack of necessary circumstances for the 
development and implementation of stent grafts implantation 
procedures in Kyrgyzstan, it still can be done. In many ways, 
this procedure remains non - alternative method to prevent 
adverse events. Severe comorbidity, localization of aneurysms 
in the thoracic aorta, long distal dissection, and the hazard of 
the open intervention necessitate a greater consideration of 
the TEVAR and EVAR procedures.

Survival of patients with thoracic aorta aneurysm in the 
natural course of the disease (no surgery) can be represented 
as follows: 65% - within 1 year; 36% - for 3 years; 20% - for 
5 years (11). AA dissection and its rupture with bleeding into 
the pericardial or pleural cavity are complications of an aortic 
aneurysm. The main reason for dissecting aortic aneurysms 
is arterial hypertension (12-14). Studies suggest an incidence 
of 2.6 to 3.5 cases per 100 000 person-years. In a review of 
464 patients from the International Registry of Acute Aortic 
Dissection (IRAD), two thirds were male, with a mean age 
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of all patients as old as 63 years. Although less frequently 
affected by acute aortic dissection, women were significantly 
older than men, with a mean age of 67 years (15). There are 
many risk conditions for aortic dissection. The most common 
predisposing factor in IRAD is hypertension (72%). A history 
of atherosclerosis was present in 31% and a history of cardiac 
surgery in 18%. In the total registry, 5% and 4% of acute aortic 
dissections were thought to be related to Marfan’s syndrome 
and iatrogenic causes, respectively. Traumatic aortic injury 
(TAI) also is a life-threatening condition that requires prompt 
diagnosis and management. It accounts for many cases. It is 
estimated that aortic injuries are lethal in 80-90% of cases (16). 
Thirty-two percent of patients with type A AAS were aged >70 
years. Fewer elderly than younger patients were managed 
surgically (64 versus 86%; p<0.0001). In-hospital mortality 
was higher among older patients (43 versus 28%; p=0.0006). 
Logistic regression analysis identified age >70 years as an 
independent predictor of hospital death for acute type A 
dissection. In general, mortality from aortic dissection remains 
from 10.5% (type B) to 32.5% (Type A) (17-19).  Analysis of the 
young patients with dissection (less 40 years of age) revealed 
that younger patients were less likely to have a history of 
hypertension (34%) or atherosclerosis (1%) but were more 
likely to have Marfan’s syndrome, bicuspid aortic valve, and/
or prior to aortic surgery (20). Based on our observations the 
majority of patients also had high blood pressure. In addition 
no deaths were recorded, which can change with the further 
enrollment of patients.

The most significant rupture risk predictor is the size of the 
aneurysm. The critical diameter of the TAA, at which the risk 
of rupture and dissection sharply increases, is 6.0-cm. The risk 
factor for TAA rupture, related to its size, is the growth rate of 
the aneurysm. The average TAA progression rate is 0.1 cm per 
year, for TAA with chronic dissection varies from 0.24 cm per 
year for small aneurysms (4.0 cm) to 0.48 cm per year for large 
aneurysms (8.0 cm) (21). 

As a rule, the identification of life-threatening conditions of 
the aorta at the stage of uncomplicated aneurysms, requiring 
a drug-based approach, is small and random. This represents 
a huge challenge. Most often, patients are hospitalized with 
complications, such as dissection. Obvious is the necessity to 
inform patients about successful stent grafts implantations 
experience, the creation of logistics and adding to national 
guidelines. 

Conclusion 

This modest observation showed the effectiveness of 
stent grafts implantation procedures in various aortic life-
threatening conditions, such as aneurysm and / or aortic 
intima dissection. It is necessary to increase the number of 
patients, the follow - up period and the further development 
of this method in the Kyrgyz Republic.
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The paper presents the results of variability of indicators of the cardio-respiratory system in 24 children with bronchial 
asthma. Circadian recurrence of changes in bronchial obstruction, lung capacity, heart rate, beat and per-minute volume 
indicators have been established, which are necessary for the individualization of pharmacotherapy of bronchial asthma.
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Abstract

Introduction

Cardio-respiratory system indicators may exhibit circadian 
variations in bronchial asthma (1-3). Chronopharmacology 
(4) has been widely developing. It  make possible not only to 
detect occurring changes at different stages of the disease 
to determine regulatory mechanisms, but also to look for 
ways to correct these abnormalities, by means of influencing 
pathological mechanisms in vivo and in accordance with 
existing rhythms (1,5).

Currently, the circadian rhythms of a person are most well 
studied. A relatively short period of these rhythms allows 
them to be studied in a clinic. Insufficient data on the state 
of circadian rhythms in children with asthma in conditions of 
lowlands urged us to conduct a comparative analysis of the 
circadian rhythms of the cardio-respiratory system.

Purpose of research: To establish the daily variability of the 
indicators of the cardio-respiratory system in children with 
bronchial asthma.

Methods

We have studied the daily variability of the functional state 
of the cardio-respiratory system in 24 children with bronchial 
asthma, aged 14-15 years. Measurements of the integral 
parameters, including heart rate (HR), cardiac stroke volume 
(CSV), cardiac output (CO), vital lung capacity (VC), and forced 
expiratory volume for 1 second (FEV1) were performed 
6 times a day at intervals of 4 hours each. The functioning 
parameters were determined by methods of tetrapolar 
thoracic rheography and spirometry.

Results and Discussion

The analysis of the obtained material by the method of 
Cosinor-Analysis 2.4 for Excel 2000 / XP (2) made it possible 
to establish a relatively well-defined near-daily periodicity of 
indicators of the cardio-respiratory system in children with 
bronchial asthma who were in in-patient condition. The 
analysis of the circadian rhythm of the pulse showed that 
its circadian acrophase occurs in the morning hours - 6.46, 
with a confidence interval from 5.31 to 7.67 hours and an 
amplitude of 16 beats per minute (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Circadian rhythms of the cardio-respiratory system in children with bronchial asthma

Indicators CPR* CAI* Level Period Amplitude Acrophase

HR 0.99
0.97

-1.09
-1.49

78.3
78.04

21.3 16.65
15.75

6.4
7.47

CSV 0.94
0.95

-11.27
-8.27

75.2
78.7

21.3 16.53 15.41
17.3

CO 0.9
0.92

-15.16
-7.14

5.79
5.82

21.3 1.03 15.31
17.51

VC 0.92
0.95

-1.42
-5.37

2.39
2.37

24.00 1.07
0.80

13.46
16.09

FEV1 -0.9
0.91

-3.19
-9.83

1.84
1.82

24 0.18
0.15

14.35
14.42

*Circadian periodicity ratio (CPR), **Circadian adaptability indicator (CAI)
CO - cardiac  output, CSV - cardiac stroke volume, FEV1 - forced expiratory volume for 1 second, HR - heart rate, VC  - vital 
lung capacity 

The acrophase shift in heart rate was more than 6 hours, 
compared to healthy ones. The indicators of CSV and CO 
are characterized by temporary synchronization, with their 
circadian acrophases occurring at 15-17 hours and are almost 
in the same time interval as indicators characteristic of 
healthy people. At the same time, a distinct phase shift and 
their circadian acrophases in relative antiphase were detected 
between the heart rate and the parameters of cardiac output) 
(heart rate - at 6 hours and 46 minutes, and CSV, CO - at 15-17 
hours).

Analysis of indicators of the function of external respiration 
showed that the main ones of them (VC FEV1) change in 
phase, i.e. there is overlapping of confidence intervals for their 

acrophases, both among themselves and when compared 
with indicators characteristic of healthy people. However, 
the study of the circadian dynamics of the volume of forced 
output for 1 sec. revealed other patterns. So, in the daytime 
hours (7, 15, 19) the highest FEV1 values were noted, and in 
the night hours (23.3) FEV1decreased to its minimum value 
(1.54 l.), i.e. there was an inversion of the circadian periodicity 
ratio with a minus sign (CPR = -0.9).

Therefore, indicators characterizing bronchial patency in 
the daytime turned out to be relatively high, and at night 
it was minimal, which should be taken into account when 
determining the time of prescribing therapeutic measures for 
bronchial asthma in children.

Circadian amplitude = 1.81

Mesor = 1.83

Acrophase =16.43

Figure 1. The circadian variability of the characteristics of the average FEV1 indices in children with bronchial asthma
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Taking into account the synchronization ratio of functions, a 
certain relationship was established between the individual 
parameters of cardio-hemodynamics and indicators 
characterizing bronchial patency.

A comparison of the results of these two groups of parameters 
made it possible to establish the following regularities. The 
main indicators of cardio-hemodynamic activity of the heart 
(CSV and CO), pulmonary volumes, airway conductance (FEV1) 
were interrelated, which was confirmed by the proximity 
of their circadian acrophases in one time sector (during the 
daytime in the time sector of 14-15.3 hours). At the same time, 
the maximum value of the heart rate and the volume of forced 
output in 1 sec. were in different circadian time sectors (for 
heart rate -7 hours, against 12-17 hours for FEV1).

The circadian dynamics of bronchial patency indicators was 
characterized by its deterioration at night with the minimum 
values being at 23 and 3 a.m., while the highest average values 
of this indicator were at 15 and 19 hours (Fig. 1).

It should be noted that, along with well-defined circadian 
biorhythms with periods equal to 18-28 hours, our studies 
revealed usually “hidden” cyclic components with periods 
relatively smoothly changing in at least the following four time 
ranges: 8,9,10 12 hours. These “hidden” cyclic components of 
various parameters for all four-time ranges are comparatively 
synchronized with similar circadian components.

Thus, the obtained research results testify to the presence 
in the body of children with bronchial asthma of a clear 
daily (circadian) biorhythm of the parameters of the cardio-
respiratory system, which is consistent with previously 
established facts (3, 6). At the same time, a comparison of the 
dynamics of the circadian rhythms of the indicators of the 
cardio-respiratory system in children with bronchial asthma 
and healthy ones revealed their difference in acrophases, 
amplitudes, and average circadian level of parameters.

The main indicators of cardio-hemodynamics (CSV,CO) and 
airway conductance parameters are interconnected, which 
is confirmed by the close proximity of circadian acrophases 

in one time sector, as well as by overlapping of confidence 
intervals, while some indicators are in relative antiphases (heart 
rate and CV, FEV1), which may indicate some inconsistency in 
their functions.

Conclusion: When optimizing and choosing the time of 
pharmacotherapy, it is advisable to take into account 
information about the system most requiring relevant 
correction, the increase in activity of which is possible and 
necessary in the process of restoring impaired functions. 
As the main rhythm marker, we recommend considering 
the state of airway conductance, since the stimulation of 
bronchodilation mechanisms in children with bronchial 
asthma is pathogenetically substantiated.
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Objective:  The aim of the study was to increase the effectiveness and safety of endosurgical treatment of choledocholithiasis.

Methods:  The set goal is achieved by studying the causes of unsatisfactory results of lithoextractions, improving its tactics 
and technology. Patients with known predictors of the futility of lithoextraction were excluded from the study. Based on the 
study of other causes of inefficiency namely strangulation of calculi with a basket, progression of obstructive jaundice, the 
addition of purulent cholangitis or postpapillotomy bleeding some new tactical rules and endosurgical techniques were 
formulated. Their effectiveness was tested in group of patients.

Results: When comparing the research and control groups, a decrease in the frequency of endosurgical treatment of 
choledocholithiasis was revealed.

Conclusion: The effectiveness of the proposed tactical principles and technological techniques has been proved.

Key words: endoscopic papillosphinctertomy, endoscopic lithoextraction, obstructive jaundice, purulent cholangitis, 
postpapillotomy bleeding
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Abstract

Introduction 

Currently, endosurgical treatment of bile duct calculi has 
become of significance in the treatment of this pathology (1, 
2). The introduction into clinical practice of baskets of various 
sizes and configurations (3-5), various lithotripsy methods 
(6, 7) considerably increased the possibilities and the safety 
of their endoscopic debridement. Sufficient clinical material 
made it possible to significantly improve the “tactics of X-ray 
endoscopic treatment of choledocholithiasis” (8, 9), assessing 
its potential (10, 11).

Despite this, there are still clinical observations when 
it is necessary to perform an open laparotomy with 
choledocholithotomy sometimes against the background 
of not only high obstructive jaundice, but also purulent 
cholangitis, which does not always end in the patient's 
recovery (12, 13). In addition, while patients with a preserved 
gallbladder with a risk of open intervention can still be 
reconciled, then in patients with postcholecystectomy 

syndrome the need for laparotomy in the conditions of altered 
anatomical ratios against the background of adhesions in the 
subhepatic space can hardly inspire optimism. 

Of course, the reasons for such unsatisfactory results can be 
both the lack of competence of both the attending physician 
and the endoscopist, as well as the lack of tactical principles 
and technological methods of the discussed treatment 
method that are scientifically substantiated by appropriate 
studies. Until now, generally accepted complex clinical 
observations (14, 15) are recognized as those occurring with 
high jaundice, complicated, in particular, by disorders in the 
hemostatic system or purulent cholangitis, relatively large 
calculi of hepaticocele, not amenable to passage through the 
distal section of the choledoch and even through the entire 
common bile duct (CBD). However, as practice has shown, this 
does not exhaust the list of criteria for “complexity” (16).

 In some surgical treatment facilities, the department heads, 
the clinical management staff adhere to the following 
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algorithm: “the only attempt in endosurgical treatment, in 
case of failure or when coming across non-standard ratios is 
laparotomy, choledocholithotomy”. According to the author, 
this tactic is somewhat simplified in modern conditions, 
since it does not take into account the possibilities of multi-
stage endosurgical treatment of choledocholithiasis with 
inter-stage stenting, and in patients with high operational 
risk it needs correction and specification. Undoubtedly, the 
role of lithotripsy in the effectiveness of the treatment of 
choledocholithiasis is difficult to overestimate, however, 
even fragmented calculi must be extracted, before that, it 
is necessary to reliably capture them and pass through the 
lumen of the main bile ducts, and therefore the improvement 
of lithoextraction is relevant.

Methods

Under the supervision there were 562 patients who in the 
period 2001-2014 underwent hospital treatment at MBUZ 
"City Clinical Hospital №6 named after N.S. Karpovich ”, city 
of Krasnoyarsk (2001-2009), Research Institute of the Ministry 
of Railways under the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences 
(2001-2013), KGBUZ“ Krasnoyarsk Regional Clinical Oncology 
Center named after A.I. Kryzhanovsky (2001-2013), KGBUZ 
Krasnoyarsk Interdistrict Clinical Hospital No. 7 (2001-2013), 
Siberian Clinical Center FMBA of the Russian Federation (2001-
2007), MBUZ GKB No. 1, Krasnoyarsk ( 2000-2005), GBUZ RH 
"Abakan City Clinical Hospital" (2008-2013), GBUZ RH "Clinical 
Oncology Dispensary" (2009-2013), MLPU "Sayanogorsk City 
Hospital No. 2" (2009) , GBUZ "Regional Clinical Hospital of 
the Kaliningrad Region" (2012-2014) and GBUZ Kaliningrad 
Region "The Central City Clinical Hospital" (2013), GBUZ 
Kaliningrad Region "Sovetskaya Central City Hospital "(2013), 
of the Osh City Hospital (Republic of Kyrgyzstan, Osh, 2012-
2014.), Senior Naval Clinical Hospital of the Baltic Fleet (2014.), 
GBUZ Kaliningrad" City hospital №1 ".

The criterion for inclusion in the study was choledocholithiasis. 
Since the complex cases of lithoextraction are generally 
recognized, the authors did not study these patients nor did they 
study the patients with incomplete (generally or sufficiently) 
operative access (endoscopic papillosphincterectomy, EPST) 
to the supraterminal sections of the common bile duct. Thus, 
the exclusion criteria from the study were:

1) the impossibility of performing EPST;

2) inadequate implementation of EPST *;

3) complete obturation with hepatic choledochus calculus with 
the impossibility of retrograde contrasting of suprastenotic 
expansion;

4) obstructive jaundice above 300 μmol / l;

5) uncorrectable disorders in the hemostatic system;

6) purulent cholangitis (before the start of lithoextraction);

7) the development in the process of multi-stage lithoextraction 

of acute cholecystitis, requiring surgical treatment;

8) the impossibility of conducting the calculi through the
retroduodenal or intrapancreatic portions of the bile ducts 
due to the apparent discrepancy between the size of the 
calculus and the diameter of the ducts.

Of 562 patients, 2 groups were formed. The first group 
consisted of patients with endoscopic lithoextraction 
performed according to the generally accepted methodology 
(404 observations - 71.9%) (the causes of unsatisfactory results 
were studied in this group), the second group (158 patients - 
28.1%) - using advanced technology and tactics. These groups 
were compared by the incidence of acute cholangitis and the 
level of inefficiency of endoscopic debridement of the bile 
ducts. The first group was divided into 2 subgroups. The first 
subgroup consisted of 346 patients (85.6% of all patients of 
the first group) with successful uncomplicated lithoextraction, 
regardless of its single or multi-phases. 

 The second subgroup consisted of 58 patients (14.4% of all 
patients of the first group) in with unsuccessful (23 patients, 
of whom there was a strangulation in one observation, and 2 
after unsuccessful lithoextraction were limited due to age and 
concomitant pathology to stenting of hepatic choledochus 
only for stopping obstructive jaundice; the laparotomy and 
choledocholithotomy were performed in the remaining 20 
cases; moreover, 10 patients had anicteric choledocholithiasis, 
7 patients had progressive jaundice and 3 cases had non-
stopping form) or complicated lithoextraction  (as far as 
purulent cholangitis there were 30 observations, of which 2 
patients succeeded in going through lithoextraction against 
the background of this complication, the postpapillotomy 
bleeding was revealed in 2 observations and the perforation 
of the CBD with the development of phlegmon of 
hepatoduodenal ligament was in 3 observations). In these 
subgroups, the occurrence of the following morphological 
features was compared:

1) multiple calculi;

2) calculi that are poorly visualized against the background of
CBD;

3) aerobilia;

4) atypical pathological (Mirizzi syndrome) anatomical ratios
of the common bile and cystic ducts;

5) atypical forms of calculi;

6) deformations and stenosis of hepatic choledochus;

7) high strangulations (Fig.1) due to a peculiar “sludge” of
calculi (and not due to the narrowness of the underlying 
sections of the CBD i.e. endoscopic lithoextraction was not 
performed in these patients).

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 217-225.Yurchenko et al. Conference paper
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Figure 1. In the picture on the left, the strangulated conglomerate of calculi of the common bile duct is determined, in 
the picture on the right, it is drawn through the common bile duct, including suprastenotic expansion, into the cysticus 
stent, which ensures adequate bile flow, EPST was performed by duodenoscopes of Olympus and Pentax firms of the 
GIF-XQ30, IT-10 and FG-29F models.

We used standard Demling-type papillotomas and Olympus 
end-face models KD10Q-1, KD411Q, KD29Q. To create a 
diathermy effect, diathermocoagulators Olympus UES-10 
were used. We used nitinol and steel baskets for lithoextraction 
Olympus, Endo-flex and KARLSTORZ. 

 Prior to the stent, all patients underwent ECST by cannulation 
(274 observations - 48.7%) and mixed procedures (pre-
dissection, then selective cannulation of the CBD by an 
arc-shaped papillotome, followed by dissection before 
visualization of the choledochal lumen) (288 observations 
- 51.3%). Lithoextraction was carried out in the traditional 
way - under the control of X-ray, a basket was carried out for a 
calculus, it was opened, then it was removed with the capture 
of a calculus or it was opened directly when moving it to a 
calculus with its subsequent capture.

If it was impossible to remove (infringe) the captured calculus 
in the duodenum, the following technique was used: the 
maximally opened basket was moved in the proximal 
direction, the calculus in this case was partially released from 
the capture, after which the basket was closed with light 
traction.

Statistical analysis

Statistical processing of the material was carried out using 
the statistical software package Statistica 6.0. To compare 
the frequencies of qualitative characteristics in groups, 
nonparametric significance criteria were used (Fisher's F-test).

Results and discussion

A study (according to the second subgroup) showed that the 
reasons for the ineffectiveness of endosurgical treatment of 
choledocholithiasis were:

1) multiple small and medium (up to 0.8 cm.) calculi that do not 
leave free space for the basket to fully open (12 observations 
- 20.7% **);

2) calculi that are poorly visualized against the background of 
CBD, especially when combined with air that has got into the 
hepatocholedochus (5 observations - 8.6%);

3) calculi of CBD with atypical anatomical ratios of the common 
bile and cystic ducts (10 observations - 17.2%);

4) “irregular” *** (cylindrical), cubic, dumbbell shapes, etc. 
forms of calculi that impede their capture (8 observations - 
13.8 %);

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 217-225. Yurchenko et al. Conference paper
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5) multiple calculi of “irregular” forms - 5 observations (8.6%);

6) a combination of choledocholithiasis with deformations 
and stenosis of hepatic choledochus (Fig. 2-4) - 6 observations 
(10.3%);

7) Mirizzi syndrome, which makes it difficult to determine 
the anatomical relationships and visualization (Fig. 5) - 7 
observations (9.1%);

8) Mirizzi syndrome in combination with calculi of “irregular” 
form - 4 observations (6.9%);

9) high strangulations of the stone conglomerate (Fig. 1; 6) - 1 
observation (1.8%).

A study with Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the 
determination of anatomical relationships and visualization, 
showed that lithoextraction is absolutely hopeless and very 
unsafe (of the seven failures, five were complicated by purulent 
cholangitis, and in one case, intrahepatic abscesses developed 
against its background). Based on the foregoing, this feature 
was considered by the authors as a contraindication to 
retrograde endosurgical treatment.

Figure 2. In the left picture, two stones of irregular shape of hepaticochocledoch combined with distal and proximal 
stenosis are determined; in the middle, the state after lithic extraction of the calculus is determined; in the right 
picture, the inter-stage stenting is determined with the stent passing through the distal and proximal stenosis into the 
intrahepatic ducts.

In order to overcome the above difficulties, the authors 
proposed the following set of technological and tactical rules.

In case of multiple calculi, especially of irregular shape, before 
capturing a distal calculus in order to prevent several stones 
(Fig. 6) from getting into the basket at once, it is advisable 
to free up space as much as possible via to the proximal 
dislocation of a higher lying (Fig. 7) calculus with a half-open 
basket.

The analysis showed that simultaneous attempts to 
completely resolve the bile duct with multiple calculi are 
accompanied by a decrease in safety due to iatrogenism 
(perforation of the common bile duct with the development 
of phlegmon of the hepatoduodenal ligament - 3 observations 
in the second subgroup (5.1%). In addition, its multi-stage 
implementation (Fig. 8) is characterized by higher efficiency 
and safety; however, the inter-stage intervals are complicated 
by the progression of obstructive jaundice and the addition 

of purulent cholangitis due to the dislocation of calculi into 
narrow distal CBD. 

Prevention of this complication is achieved due to interstage 
**** stenting of the main bile ducts, and unlike interstep 
stenting (as a way to prevent postpapillotomy bleeding) with 
multi-stage EPST, there is no need for an endoprosthesis of 
the calculi proximally freely migrating along the choledochus, 
since the main purpose of this stenting is not only the 
preservation of the passage of bile, but also the obstruction 
of migration of calculus into the narrow distal sections of the 
common bile duct along with its strangulation. Therefore, the 
stent installed according to these indications should not rise 
above its retroduodenal part, except for cases of concomitant 
high stenosis (Fig. 2), and a stone conglomerate strangulated 
in the supraterminal departments (Fig. 1), when the stent 
should be conducted above, and it is allowed for it to be 
conducted into the cystic duct, if the strangulation occurred 
below its confluence with the hepaticochocledoch.

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 217-225.Yurchenko et al. Conference paper
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Figure 3. Irregular calculi with hepatic choledochus 
deformity are determined, limiting the free space for the 
basket to fully open

Figure 4.The calculus of the common hepatic duct with 
extended distal stenosis of hepaticohocledoch and its 
moderate deformity is determined

Figure 5. A sharp deletion of hepatic choledochus 
is determined with the “exit” of the basket beyond 
its boundaries and non-visualized calculi detected 
with type 2 Mirizzi syndrome only on laparotomy, 
choledocholithotomy

In case of an unintentional dislocation of the calculus in the 
common hepatic duct or in the area of high stenosis of the 
main bile ducts (Fig. 9) or when deliberately pushing in order 
to free up space to capture the "distal" calculus (Fig. 10) after 
its extraction, it is advisable to stop lithoextraction. Then offer 
the patient as much as possible his/her condition allows it, 
to stay in upright position (it’s better to walk), and resume 
lithoextraction after 4 hours or the next day, when the calculus 
migrates on its own to more dilated distal areas.

When conducting a calculus through the retroduodenal and 
intrapancreatic departments of the common bile duct, it is 

advisable to change the direction of traction parallel to the 
bend of the choledochus.

Evaluating the effectiveness of each element of the proposed 
algorithm is an insoluble task (to obtain representative 
groups is hardly feasible even with multicenter research) 
and the meaning of this is very doubtful, since all elements 
are interconnected and consistently applicable, therefore 
they were evaluated in a complex (Table  1). The incidence 
of the above reasons for the inefficiency of endoscopic 
lithoextraction (according to the studied group) and 
their structure in the study and comparison groups is not 
statistically significant (Table 2).

Heart, Vessels and Transplantation 2019; 3: 217-225. Yurchenko et al. Conference paper
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Figure 6. The seizure of three calculi at once is determined 
by the basket, which prevents their passage along the 
common bile duct

Figure 7. Due to the possibility of capturing two large calculi, the proximal calculus is located upwards, with the distal 
calculus extracted afterwards, and in the second stage, the proximal one as well.

As it is obvious, according to Table 1, the efficiency increased 
by 9.8% with an increase in safety by 5.5%, and on the 
condition of exclusion from both groups of patients with 
Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the determination the 
anatomical ratios and visualization (the authors consider this 
feature as a contraindication to endoscopic lithoextraction) 
by 9.4% and 4.4%, respectively. When comparing patients 
with identified reasons for the decrease in the efficiency of 
endoscopic lithoextraction of the first (the second subgroup 
with the exception of patients with Mirizzi's syndrome, which 
complicates the determination of the anatomical ratios and 
visualization - 51 patients) and the second group (also with the 
exception of patients with Mirizzi's syndrome, which makes 
it difficult to determine anatomical ratios and visualization - 
overall 19 patients) an even more pronounced advantage was 
revealed of the proposed tactics (Table 3): increased efficiency 
by 72.1%, safety - by 32.5%.

Conclusion

Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the determination 
of anatomical ratios and visualization, is an absolute 
contraindication to endosurgical retrograde treatment of 
choledocholithiasis. The maximum uncoupling of multiple 
calculi for the isolated capture of each with their multi-stage 
lithoextraction and inter-stenting, which does not prevent the 
migration of calculi into the most dilated sections of the main 
bile ducts in the inter-stage intervals, changing the direction 
of traction of the captured calculus in parallel to the bend of 
the choledochus makes it possible to increase the efficiency 
of the endoscopic retrograde lithoextraction by 9.4%, and 
security by 4.4%.
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Figure 8. Multiple calculi of irregular shape are determined, extracted by stages (4 stages).

Figure 9. Unintentional dislocation of a single calculus 
into the common hepatic duct

Figure 10. Intentional 
dislocation of the proximal 
calculus into the common 

hepatic duct
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Table 2. The occurrence and structure of the reasons for the decrease in the efficiency of endoscopic lithoextraction in 
the study and comparison groups

The reasons for the decrease in the effectiveness of 
endoscopic lithoextraction.

Occurrence

Study group,
n=404

Comparison group,
n=158

Absolute N % Absolute N %

Multiple small and medium (up to 0.8 cm) calculi that do 
not leave free space for the basket to fully open

12 3.0 5 3.2

Stones that are poorly visualized against the 
background of CBD, especially with a combination of air 
trapped in the hepaticocholedochus

5 1.2 2 1.3

CBD calculi with atypical anatomical ratios of the 
common bile and cystic ducts

10 2.4 3 1.9

“Irregular” forms of calculi that make them difficult to 
capture

8 2.0 4 2.5

Multiple calculi of "irregular" forms 5 1.2 3 1.9

The combination of choledocholithiasis with 
deformations and stenosis of hepatic choledochus

6 1.5 2 1.3

Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the 
determination of anatomical ratios and visualization

7 1.7 3 1.9

Mirizzi's syndrome in combination with calculi of the 
"irregular" form

4 0.9 2 1.3

High strangulation of calculae conglomerate 1 0.2 1 0.7
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Table 1. Comparison of the efficacy and safety of endoscopic lithoextraction of calculi of the main bile ducts according 
to traditional and advanced tactics

Groups Evaluation parameters

Efficiency Level of complications

Absolute number % Absolute 
number

%

Study group
N=404

349 86.4 35 8.7

Comparison group
N=158

151 95.6 5 3.2

Study group without patients with Mirizzi's syndrome, which 
complicates the determination of anatomical ratios and 
visualization, N = 397

342 86.1 30 7.6

Comparison group without patients with Mirizzi's syndrome, 
which complicates the determination of anatomical ratios 
and visualization, N = 155

148 95.5 5 3.2

Note. The significance of differences between the study and comparison groups, both with the inclusion of observations 
with Mirizzi's syndrome (p =0.0007 in efficiency, p =0.0007 in safety) and without inclusion (p = 0.014 in efficiency, p = 0.04) 
is statistically significant.
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Table 3. Comparison of the efficacy and safety of endoscopic lithoextraction of calculi in patients with various reasons 
for reducing its effectiveness

Patients with various causes of decrease in efficiency 
and safety of lithoextraction

Evaluation parameters

Efficiency Level of complications

Absolute N % Absolute N %

Patients from the second subgroup, N = 51 ***** 3 5.8 30 58.8

Patients from the comparison group, N = 19 ****** 12 78.9 5 26.3

Note. The significance of differences in efficiency of p=0.0001, and in safety of p=0.015 is statistically significant

* The criterion for inadequate performance was the inability to visualize the lumen of the choledochus through the papillotomy 
fistula or enter at an angle close to the straight one into the choledopapillotomy
** The relative distribution is provided within the second subgroup
*** The correct form of calculus in the framework of this article was considered round and ovoid
**** It should not be confused with interstep stenting as a way of preventing postpapillotomy bleeding during two-stage EPST 
– endoscopic papillosphincterectomy
***** 7 patients from the comparison group with Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the determination of anatomical ratios 
and visualization, are not included
****** 3 patients from the study group with Mirizzi's syndrome, which complicates the determination of anatomical ratios and 
visualization, are not included
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Objective: According to WHO, the maternal mortality ratio in Kyrgyz Republic is 76 cases per 100.000 live births and is the 
highest among the Central Asian and Eastern European countries. It is necessary to study and implement minimally invasive 
postpartum hemorrhage treatment methods to prevent massive obstetric hemorrhage. 

Methods: A prospective study of 35 cases of the use of intrauterine balloon tamponade (UBT) for the treatment of hypotonic 
postpartum hemorrhage was conducted. The indicators were assessed to evaluate the effectiveness of UBT. 

Results: Hemostatic effect after UBT was achieved in 30 cases (85.7%), the average total blood loss was 664.57 (117.83) ml; 
reduced need for blood products, high doses of prostaglandins, large volume of fluid maintenance was observed. Breastfeeding 
started within the first 30 – 60 minutes after birth in 88.6% of cases. 

Conclusion: UBT fully complies with the strategy for preservation of the reproductive potential in women, allows to improve 
medical and economic indicators.

Key words: Uterine balloon tamponade, hypotonic postpartum hemorrhage  

(Heart Vess Transplant 2019; 3: 226-8. doi: 10.24969/hvt.2019.148)

Abstract

Introduction

The main obstetric problem around the world is, and remains, 
maternal mortality. According to an official report of World 
Health Organization (WHO) for the period from 1990 to 
2015, the maternal mortality (MM) rate worldwide had 
been reduced by almost 44%, whereas the Kyrgyz Republic 
demonstrated only a 5% reduction, amounting to 76 cases per 
100,000 live births. Thus, the MM ratio in the Kyrgyz Republic 
is the highest among the Central Asian and Eastern European 
countries (1, 2). The vast majority of maternal deaths could 
have been prevented with timely diagnosis and access to 
quality emergency obstetric care (2-4).

Postpartum hemorrhage (PPH) takes a leading position 
among the well-known “top five” causes of maternal mortality 

(5, 6). According to the first and second reports following the 
confidential investigation of MM cases in the Kyrgyz Republic, 
in relation to direct causes of MM, i.e., diseases that only 
occur as a result of pregnancy, the leading cause is obstetric 
hemorrhage - 15.8 cases per 100,000 live births; and in 49% 
of cases of obstetric hemorrhage, a woman's death occurred 
from the postpartum hemorrhage (7, 8). 

Postpartum hemorrhage is defined as bleeding, more than 
500.0 ml after a vaginal delivery or exceeding than 1000.0 
ml after a cesarean section (4, 14). Uterine atony, or loss of 
myometrium contraction ability after childbirth, is a leading 
cause of postpartum hemorrhage, and is also one of the 
main causes of MM in developing countries (9). According 
to international recommendations, the treatment of uterine 
hypo- and atony begins with catheterization of the bladder, 
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uterine massage, manual examination of the uterine cavity 
and the prescription of uterotonic drugs (4). 

If there is no effect from the first stage of therapy, aortic 
compression is performed, the intravenous administration 
of tranexamic acid (10) is recommended, a uterine balloon 
tamponade (UBT) is used, a uterine artery embolization 
procedure is performed, and infusion-transfusion therapy (4) 
is prescribed. Surgical treatment methods for uncontrolled 
postpartum hemorrhage include bilateral ligation of uterine 
arteries, internal iliac artery ligation, uterine compression 
sutures, as well as a hysterectomy (11). To date, according 
to various authors, the effectiveness of the uterine balloon 
tamponade ranges from 85% to 99.4% and compares 
favorably as the least invasive, safest, most effective, simplest 
and fastest procedure in cases where postpartum hemorrhage 
cannot be treated with uterotonic drugs (12 -19).

Therefore, all of the above suggests the need for further 
research and introduction of effective minimally invasive PPH 
treatment methods to prevent massive obstetric hemorrhage, 
to reduce the number of surgical methods of hemostasis, 
which ultimately will preserve the reproductive potential of 
women and increase patient satisfaction with the treatment 
they receive.

Methods 

A prospective analysis of cases of the use of uterine balloon 
tamponade for the period from January 2015 to January 
2017 was conducted at the National Center for Maternity and 
Childhood Care.

The study included 35 postpartum hemorrhage cases. 
Inclusion criteria: vaginal delivery, full term, singleton; early 
postpartum period complicated by hypotonic bleeding of 500 
ml or more. Exclusion criteria: uterine ruptures, coagulation 
system pathology, cesarean section, operative delivery.

According to the law on the protection of the health of citizens 
in the Kyrgyz Republic, all patients gave written informed 
consent to the use of the UBT methodology.

For conducting UBT, the set registered in the Kyrgyz Republic 
was used, which consists of: a resilient axial conductor with 
an attached elastic silicone balloon at the end; fluid container 
with connecting tube, as well as a terminal for controlling 
fluid flow.

Method of use: after connecting all parts and preparing the 
set, the fluid container was suspended at a height of 45-50 
cm from the perineum and filled with warm (38° C) solution 
of sodium chloride; the terminal on the connecting tube was 
closed. Then, holding the conductor behind the axial end, the 
balloon was inserted into the uterine cavity, the terminal on 
the connecting tube was opened and fluid from the container 
flowed freely into the silicone balloon. The terminal was left 
open. The principle of “interconnecting vessels” between 
the silicone balloon and the fluid container is a crucial and 

distinctive feature of this set. Because the terminal on the 
connecting tube does not close, as its contractility is restored, 
the uterus “squeezes” the liquid from the balloon back into 
the container. Thus, an increase in fluid level in the container 
is one of the first signs of myometrium tone restoration. As 
the level of the fluid in the container rose, the excess fluid 
merged and at the same time reduced the height of the 
container. After restoration of the myometrium tone and the 
bleeding stopped, the balloon is removed. The duration of the 
exposure of the balloon averaged from 2 to 2.5 hours.

The following indicators were assessed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of uterine balloon tamponade: blood loss, the 
need for transfusion of blood products, the use of large doses 
of prostaglandins, the use of antibiotic therapy, anesthetics, 
infusion therapy with a volume of more than 1,500.0 ml, 
the need for surgical hemostasis, breastfeeding start time, 
hemoglobin level at hospital discharge.

Results and Discussion 

The average age of the patients was 24.7(3.9) years, anemia 
was diagnosed in 16 (46%) cases, primiparous amounted to 
15 (43%), multiparous - 20 (57%). All 35 puerperas received 
active management of the third stage of labor: oxytocin 10 
IU dose intramuscularly after the birth of a newborn, uterine 
massage, delayed contraction of the umbilical cord and 
controlled traction of the umbilical cord. This protocol of 
management of the third period of labor leads to a significant 
reduction in the number of PPH (20).

After the diagnosis of “Hypotonic Postpartum Hemorrhage”, 
all 35 puerperas received emergency obstetric care according 
to the clinical protocol approved in the Kyrgyz Republic, 
which includes conservative treatment methods: prescribing 
uterotonic therapy, infusion therapy, uterine massage, 
bimanual compression of the uterus, uterine balloon 
tamponade, and also surgical methods of hemostasis.

 Hemostatic effect after UBT was achieved in 30 cases (85.7%) 
and in 5 cases (14.3%) surgical hemostasis was performed - 
bilateral ligation of uterine arteries. The average total blood 
loss was 664.57 (117.83) ml, while blood loss equal to 500.0 to 
1000.0 ml was in 33 cases (94.3%), in 2 cases (5.7%) the blood 
loss was more 1000.0 ml. 

40 IU total dose of oxytocin was used in 100% of cases, and the 
need for misoprostol (PGE1) dose of 800-1000 µg amounted 
to 40% (14). Infusion-transfusion therapy was carried out in 
order to rapid recover capillary perfusion, which allowed the 
prevention of the breakdown of compensatory mechanisms 
leading to the development of shock changes. An indicator 
of the need for infusion therapy of more than 1,500.0 ml was 
20% (7).

In order to recover the oxygen transport function of blood 
and achieve the minimum permissible RBC count (minimum 
of 70 g/L Hb, and minimum 30% hematocrit), transfusion of 
erythrocyte concentrates was carried out in 4 cases (11.4 %).
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Manifestations of the hemostatic system disorders were in 4 
cases (11.4%), which was an indication to perform a transfusion 
of fresh frozen plasma. According to WHO recommendations, 
the initiation of breastfeeding should be within the first 30 – 
60 minutes after birth, 30 newborns (85.7%) were placed on 
the mother’s breast in accordance with the recommendations. 
UBT allowed to prevent the development of a severe post-
hemorrhagic anemia; the average hemoglobin level was 95.4 
g/L at discharge from the hospital.

Conclusion

The uterine balloon tamponade is fully consistent with 
the strategy for maintaining the reproductive potential of 
women. Besides, it helps drastically improve medical and 
economic means, to increase the overall satisfaction and 
quality of women’s lives.
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